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Advisor: Richard G. Schwartz, Ph.D. 
 This study investigated the auditory comprehension of Japanese sentences including 
relative clauses (RC) in children with typical development (TD) and in children with Specific 
Language Impairment (SLI). Object relative clauses (ORs) are more difficult than subject 
relative clauses (SRs) for adults, children with TD, and children with SLI in Subject-Verb-Object 
(SVO) languages. In Japanese, a SOV language, studies have reported that OR sentences are 
more difficult than SR sentences for adults, but the reverse for children. However, previous 
studies of children failed to examine comprehension of main clauses along with relative clauses, 
had a limited number of items, and had a limited number of items and of picture choices in 
comprehension tasks. Thus, the present study tested comprehension of the RCs and of the main 
clauses (MCs) for each sentence, increased the number of stimuli and choices in a 
picture-pointing task. Modifying words were added to the first noun to make the linear filler-gap 
distance longer in SR sentences but simply to add length to the first noun phrase in OR sentences. 
Comparing short SRs and short ORs revealed the asymmetry between SRs and ORs. Comparing 
the short SRs and long SRs examined whether the longer linear distance affected comprehension 
difficulty in SOV language like Japanese. The relative comprehension accuracy of short and long 
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OR sentences was also compared. The study examined whether children with SLI were more 
impaired in processing RC sentences than their typically developing peers. The differences 
among the sentence types were also compared between the two groups.  
Eighty six children were divided in three groups, 52 children with TD, 16 children with 
SLI, and 18 children who did not fall into either of the two groups, based on a battery of 
standardized and non-standardized language tests. Two working memory tests were also 
administered. Participants listened to sentences including RC and selected two pictures that 
depicted RC and MC. A linear mixed-effects model (LME) was applied to analyze the 
comprehension performance in all 86 children, and to compare the children with SLI and the 
children with TD. The dependent variables were the responses of the three scores: both of RC 
and MC were correct, RC was correct, and MC was correct. The six language tests and the two 
working memory tests were divided into the two factors by a factor analysis. The two mean 
factor scores, age and session, were used as predictors in the statistical analyses. 
Short ORs were more difficult than short SRs in the children with TD in all the three 
scores, but short ORs were easier than short SRs in RC Only scores for the children with SLI. No 
difference between short SRs and long SRs was found in the children with TD, but unexpectedly, 
long SRs were easier than short SRs for the children with SLI. In both groups, there was no 
difference between short OR and long OR in the three scoring methods. The children with SLI 
were not more impaired in processing RC sentences than TD peers except short SR in RC Only 
scores, when all the six language tests and two working memory tests were controlled as the two 
factor scores. The factor that included two working memory tests, Sentence Repetition and 
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Relative clauses in English and Japanese 
The asymmetry of object relative clause (OR) and subject relative clause (SR) 
comprehension has been reported in many studies. In languages whose relative clause (RC) is 
post-nominal (i.e., the head noun precedes the RC), ORs have been found to be consistently 
more difficult to comprehend than SRs for typical adults (King & Just, 1991; Holmes, 1973) 
and typical children (de Villiers, Tager-Flusberg, Hakuta, & Cohen, 1979; Tavakolian, 1978; 
Sheldon, 1974). The underlying distance between the head noun and trace, which indicates the 
original position of the moved constituent, is longer and deeper in ORs compared to SRs. The 
difficulty of ORs has been attributed to their longer and deeper filler-gap (head noun-trace) 
distance than that of SR (O’Grady, 1997; Gibson, 1998). Because the longer distance is 
assumed to increase working memory cost, ORs are more difficult than SRs, and people who 
have low working memory capacity have difficulty in ORs rather than SRs (King & Just, 1991; 
Just & Carpenter, 1992). Recent studies have examined other factors that could moderate the 
syntactic difficulty, such as animacy effects (Traxler, Williams, Blozis & Morris, 2005) and 
noun frequency effects (Reali & Christiansen, 2007). Examples of English sentences with 
subject and object relative clauses follow in (1a) and (1b). 
 
(1a) English subject relative clause 






(1b) English object relative clause 
The reporter who the senator attacked [ t ] admitted the error.  
 
The Japanese RC which is created via movement like the English RC has some differences in 
its structure. Japanese example RC sentences of which the head noun is a subject of the main 
clause like English example RC sentences (1a) and (1b) are shown in (2a) and (2b). 
 
(2a) Japanese subject relative clause 
[t] Kuma-o      hikkaita     panda-ga     naita. 
   
bear-ACC    scratched    panda-NOM   cried 
‘The panda who scratched the bear cried.’ 
 
(2b) Japanese object relative clause 
Kuma-ga  [t]   hikkaita     panda-ga      naita. 
  
 bear-NOM     scratched    panda-NOM     cried  
‘The panda who the bear scratched cried.’ 
 
The tree structures of SR and OR are shown in Figure 1. Although the English OR has a longer 
linear filler-gap distance in its surface structure and also a deeper structural filler-gap distance 
in its tree structure than the SR, the Japanese OR has a deeper filler-gap distance than the SR, as 





linear filler-gap distance in the English OR is much longer than in SR as (1a) and (1b) show, but 
the difference in linear length between Japanese SR and OR is not so long as (2a) and (2b) show. 
Further, English RCs follow the head noun, but Japanese RCs precede the head noun. The 
timing when the RC is realized is also different. In the English RC, the relative pronoun 
indicates the existence of the RC, and then the parser holds the filler until the gap is found. In 
English SR (1a), the parser holds ‘the reporter’, but soon meets the RC verb ‘attacked’ and 
finds the gap. In English OR (1b), the parser holds ‘the reporter’ looking for a verb but meets 
another intervening noun, then finally reaches the gap, after ‘attacked’. However, there is no 
relative pronoun in Japanese RCs. Furthermore, a subject noun can be omitted or scrambled 
after the object noun. Thus, in the Japanese SR (2a), the parser meets an object noun ‘kuma-o 
(bear-ACC)’ and a transitive verb ‘hikkaita (scratched)’ but assumes pro-drop, and reaches the 
head noun, then finds the preceding clause is a RC. In the Japanese OR (2b), the parser meets a 
subject noun ‘kuma-ga (bear-NOM)’ but meets a transitive verb, then starts to look for an object 
noun and build a RC at the head noun. In both Japanese SR and OR, the parser must go back in 
the sentence to search the gap after reaching the head noun, while the parser goes ahead in 
English RCs. In terms of word order, English SR is canonical, which means a subject precedes 
an object, but the English OR is noncanonical. However, a subject precedes an object in 
Japanese OR which is canonical in Japanese, and an object precedes a subject in SR, so it is 
noncanonical. The order of the content words is different in the surface form between English 
SR and OR, but the differences of the surface form between Japanese SR and OR are only 
grammatical particles. The nominative particle ‘ga’ attaches to the first noun in Japanese OR, 
and the accusative particle ‘o’ is attached in Japanese SR. English ORs are supposed to be 





noun during the distance, noncanonical word order. Japanese ORs may have advantages or 
disadvantages in processing. Japanese ORs have deeper filler-gap distance, but shorter linear 
surface distance, and canonical word order, compared to SRs.  
 
Figure 1. Tree Structures of Japanese SR and OR 














Comprehension of Japanese RCs by adults and children 
Previous research has revealed different results for the comprehension of RCs by 
Japanese adults and typically developing children. The adult participants showed greater 
difficulties understanding OR compared to SR in self-paced reading tasks and ERPs (Miyamoto 
& Nakamura, 2003; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008; Sato, 2010). Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003) 
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examined 28 adults using a self-paced reading task to compare their reading of SR sentences 
and OR sentences. Although the reading times differed depending on the grammatical particle 
of the head nouns, the reading times at the head nouns and the following regions in the 
sentences with OR were significantly slower than in the sentences with SR. The reading times 
were compared between SR and OR in different context conditions (Sato, 2010). The embedded 
noun in an OR is more frequently used in the preceding context than the noun in a SR. 
Therefore, when the context included the noun of an OR, the reading time was predicted to be 
faster than when the context did not include the noun of the OR. The context made reading 
times faster for both SRs and ORs; however, ORs were still read more slowly than SRs. The 
results for Japanese adults so far are consistent with the theory of Structural Distance (O’Grady, 
1997), according to which the longer hierarchical filler-gap distance in ORs produces more 
difficulty than SRs. 
Children, exhibited the opposite patterns, in which OR was easier than SR (Hakuta, 
1981; Mizumoto, 2010) or the level of difficulty was equivalent (Suzuki, 2011). Hakuta (1981) 
examined comprehension of SR and OR sentences like example (2) by children aged three to 
six years old, using the acting out task. The author explained that the difficulty with SR was 
caused by its noncanonical word order. Japanese canonical word order is SOV in which a 
subject is placed first. The nominative particle ga followed the first noun in OR, so that the 
word order was SVO. A SR, where the accusative particle o is attached to the first noun, forms 
OVS, which is a noncanonical word order. Therefore, ORs, in which the subject preceded the 
object, were easier than SRs for the children to understand. This contradicted the Accessibility 
Hierarchy of the noun phrase (Keenan & Comrie, 1977), which holds that subject focus is 





1997). The children were supposed to be affected by local surface characteristics like the 
nominative particle appearing first. The picture selection task employed in Suzuki (2011) and 
Mizumoto (2010) also revealed that children aged four to six years old understood ORs more 
easily than SRs. Suzuki (2011) attributed the difference between SR and OR to the late 
acquisition of the accusative marker. He examined simple one-clause sentences with either a 
nominative marker or an accusative marker, in order to confirm that the children had acquired 
both. Although the children who had comparable accuracies in both types of simple sentences 
did not demonstrate significant differences in their understanding of sentences with SRs and 
ORs, the accuracy of ORs was still higher than that of SRs (87.3% vs. 78.2%). Perhaps, given a 
larger number of subjects and more sentences, this difference would have been statistically 
significant. 
The two studies (Mizumoto, 2010; Suzuki, 2011) examined the comprehension of RCs, 
without testing comprehension of the main clause (MC). Mizumoto used only two picture foils, 
the correct one and the reverse. Suzuki added another picture foil, but the two animals did 
nothing in the third picture. Even if the children only interpreted the first noun and the attached 
particle, ignoring the following noun and particle, they could point successfully to the correct 
picture. It was not clear that they listened to until the head noun and filled the gap with the 
moved noun. Therefore, the present study increased the number of actual picture foils so that 
the participants had to listen until to the head noun in order to select correct responses. 
Furthermore, the present study asked about both RC and MC. The correct comprehension of 
MC guarantees that the children listened to the head noun and integrated RC into MC. Hakuta 
(1981) organized the acting out task to find the interpretation of both types of RC and MC, but 





material sentences to obtain more reliable results.  
 
Children with Specific Language Impairment 
 Children with Specific Language Impairment (SLI) have difficulty comprehending and 
producing sentences with filler-gap dependency (van der Lely & Battel, 2003; Friedmann & 
Novogrodsky, 2004; Deevy & Leonard, 2004; Marinis & van der Lely, 2007; Hestvik, Schwartz, 
& Tornyova, 2010). However, the results of previous experiments were not consistent. van der 
Lely and Battel (2003) elicited production of wh-questions for children with Grammatical 
Specific Language Impairment (G-SLI), a very small subgroup of children (11;0-18;0) who 
were assumed to be impaired selectively in grammatical knowledge. The performance was 
compared to grammar-matched children and vocabulary-matched children. The children with 
G-SLI performed more poorly than control groups in producing wh-object questions, but did 
not differ in wh-subject questions. The authors claimed that movement was optional in grammar 
for children with G-SLI. Deevy and Leonard (2004) examined wh-question comprehension in 
SLI children, manipulating the distances between the wh-word and the gap by adding adjectives. 
The authors found that only children with SLI, but not children with TD, performed more 
poorly on long wh-object questions than short wh-object questions. Both groups performed 
similarly on short wh-subject questions and long wh-subject questions. These authors claimed 
that movement was not impaired because children with SLI showed grammatical knowledge of 
movement in short wh-object questions, but they did not comprehend well when the distance 
between the filler and the gap was greater because children with SLI had working memory 
limitations rather than limitations in linguistic knowledge. There are some studies using on-line 





performed more poorly than vocabulary age and memory matched peers in both the on-line 
processing and off-line comprehension questions on wh-questions with ditransitive verbs. They 
used the Cross Modal Picture Priming task (CMPP). A picture of the moved constituent (filler) 
was predicted to elicit a faster naming reaction time at the gap than at another position, because 
the filler was assumed to be reactivated at the gap to reconstruct the original canonical sentence. 
Fourteen children with G-SLI were found to have evidence of reactivation of the filler at the 
verb but not at the gap. The authors explained the children with G-SLI processed the filler and 
gap dependency through semantic association. The children with G-SLI also had lower correct 
rates of answers of the wh-questions than vocabulary and memory matched children. The 
authors claimed that children with G-SLI have a domain-specific deficit in the computational 
system including movement. In contrast, Hestvik et al. (2010) found different results. They used 
CMPP in OR clause processing. Twenty children with SLI (age range: 8–13) did not show 
evidence of reactivation of the filler at the gap on time but had comparable accuracies on the 
comprehension questions asked after the sentences. The authors suggested that children with 
SLI were just slow in processing syntactic dependencies but were not impaired in their 
grammatical knowledge. In Friedmann & Novogrodsky (2007), ORs that included heterophonic 
homographs (e.g., tear in verb and noun) in Hebrew were examined. The children with 
Syntactic SLI (S-SLI) produced significantly more errors in paraphrasing than the children with 
TD. The results suggested that children with S-SLI did not have difficulties in forming the 
syntactic structure, but were impaired in the correct link of the thematic roles to the moved 
elements. Although children with SLI seem to have some difficulty in processing filler-gap 
dependency, the source of difficulty is still controversial among the researchers. It is presumed 





such as working memory. 
A few studies have examined filler-gap structures in Japanese-speaking children with 
SLI. Three children with SLI had difficulty producing scrambled sentences, which are created 
via movement (Fukuda, Fukuda, Ito, & Yamaguchi, 2007). Tanaka, Watanabe, Shiraishi, and 
Menn (2001) did not find a significant difference between chronological age matched 
(CA-matched) TD children and children with SLI, because comprehension of scrambled 
sentences was difficult even for five- or six-year-old children with TD. RC comprehension has 
not been studied in Japanese children with SLI to date. The present study compared the 
comprehension of RC sentences by Japanese-speaking children with SLI and children with TD.  
Like English, Japanese RC sentences have a complex structure where one clause is 
embedded in another clause but the filler-gap relative surface distance and the structural depth 
is different in Japanese. The present study examined whether comprehension of RCs is difficult 
for Japanese children with SLI and for their typically developing peers. Because the structural 
filler-gap distance is deeper in OR than in SR, ORs would be more difficult if children with SLI 
are more impaired in filling the gap in deep distance. However, if children with SLI use local 
cues in comprehension of sentences with RC, they will be more accurate for OR than SR 
sentences as reported in previous studies. Children with SLI could also be affected by the 
general canonicity of the word order; SRs are less canonical than ORs and thus, would be more 
difficult. By adding some words modifying the first noun produced long sentences in SR and 
OR. Examples of the sentences are presented below (4a–d). For SR, the words modifying the 
first noun made the linear filler-gap distance longer as in (4b). It did not change the depth of the 
structural filler-gap distance between short SR and long SR. OR was lengthened without 





linear filler-gap distance and in the depth of the structural filler-gap distance. This permitted an 
examination of the overall effect of sentence length with changing the surface or structural 
filler-gap distance. 
 
(4a) Japanese short SR 
[t] Usagi-o    aratteiru     gorira-niwa     okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
 
rabbit-ACC  is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite    towel-NOM  exist 
 ‘The gorilla who is washing the rabbit has a favorite towel.’ 
 
(4b) Japanese long SR 
[t] Ke no nagai  kakkoii  usagi-o  aratteiru   gorira-niwa  okiniirino  taoru-ga   
 
arimasu.  
 long-haired  cool    rabbit-ACC is.washing  gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite towel-NOM exist  
‘The gorilla who is washing the (long-haired cool) rabbit has a favorite towel.’ 
 
(4c) Japanese short OR 
Usagi-ga  [t]  aratteiru    gorira-niwa    okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
 
rabbit-NOM   is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite  towel-NOM  exist 






(4d) Japanese long OR 
Ke no nagai  kakkoii  usagi-ga  [t] aratteiru  gorira-niwa  okiniirino  taoru-ga  
arimasu. 
 
long-haired  cool   rabbit -NOM  is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP favorite towel-NOM exist 
‘The gorilla who the (long-haired cool) rabbit is washing has a favorite towel.’ 
 
Sentence comprehension and working memory  
Several studies have examined the effects of sentence length and complexity on comprehension 
in children with SLI. Some studies (e.g., Deevy & Leonard, 2004) have indicated that sentence 
length rather than complexity influence their sentence comprehension. In contrast, Marton and 
Schwartz (2003), found that structural complexity than sentence length affected the sentence 
span memory in children with SLI. Other studies have examined factors such as redundancy or 
task irrelevant information. Montgomery (2002) found redundancy had a negative effect on the 
comprehension of sentences in children with SLI. Seemingly in contrast to this, Leonard et al 
(Leonard, Deevy, Fey, & Brendin-Oja, 2013) found that sentences with information (i.e., 
adjectives) that was irrelevant to picture stimuli were more frequently understood by children 
with SLI than sentences where the adjectives distinguished among potential picture choices. 
The present study compared comprehension for the structural filler-gap distance in SR and OR, 
the linear filler-gap distance in long SR and short SR, and redundancy in long OR and short OR. 
If children with SLI have specifically difficulty with long linear filler-gap distances, their 
accuracies in long SR should be much more poorer than in short SR. If children with SLI had 





OR than short SR and OR. The comparison between short SR and short OR could disclose 
whether children with SLI have more difficulty in the deep structural distance than children 
with TD. The effect of those length manipulations would be compared between the children 
groups as well. 
 Working memory has been claimed to be strongly related to comprehension of 
complex sentences in children with TD (Booth, MacWhinney, & Harasaki, 2000; Montgomery, 
Magimairaj, & O’Malley, 2008; Weighall & Altmann, 2011; Magimairaj & Montgomery, 2012) , 
and has been found to be more impaired in children with SLI than children with TD (Marton & 
Schwartz, 2003; Marton, Schwartz, Farkas, & Katsnelson, 2006; Montgomery & Evans, 2009; 
Montgomery, Evans, & Gillam, 2009; Frizelle & Fletcher, 2015). The present study employed 
two working memory tests. One was the Nonword Backward Repetition Test (Hara, 2012) and 
the other was the Listening Span Test (M. Osaka, personal communication, 2008). In the 
Nonword Backward Repetition Test, which is similar to backward digit recall, children have to 
store a nonword, then speak one by one every syllable in a reverse order. It is supposed to 
measure capacity of phonological working memory rather than short term phonological 
memory. The Listening Span Task demands simultaneously children to store words and to judge 
the meaning of sentences. It measures capacity of executive function that controls attention 
allocation between memory and process as cognitive activities. Five standardized language tests 
were also given to all the children who participated in the study to identify children with SLI, 
because the diagnosis of SLI for school children is not common in Japan. One more 
nonstandardized sentence comprehension test was also executed. The goal was to determine 
whether the language tests scores or working memory scores better predicted or was more 







Aims of the study 
This study investigated comprehension of RC sentences in Japanese-speaking children 
with TD and in children with SLI, while correcting for the issues in previous studies. The 
sentences each included a RC and a MC. The accuracy for RC and MC were examined because 
only when both are comprehended correctly we can say that the sentence was understood. 
However, the accuracy only RC and only MC were also analyzed in order to compare findings 
with the results of the past studies. The presented study employed dative topic-marking for the 
headnoun (Ueno and Garnsey, 2008). Hakuta (1981) and Mizumoto (2010) employed the 
nominative particle ga after the head noun in the MC. However, this made ga doubly used in 
only ORs. If ga is used after the head noun in OR, the subject of the MC is the object of the OR. 
In SRs, the subject of the MC is also the subject of the RC. These cues should have been 
controlled. Thus, dative-topic-marking was used for the head noun in this study. The verbs of 
MCs were aru (for a thing) or iru (for a person), meaning ‘exist.’ Three animals were 
introduced in a context sentence and the child had to attend to two of the animals that appeared 
in the experimental sentence. The study employed four picture choices rather than the two in 
previous studies and eight sentences per condition. Finally, information was collected from a 
large set of standardized language measures and two measures of working memory. 
 
Research questions 
1. Do Japanese-speaking children with TD and children with SLI have more difficulty 





an RC? Do children with TD comprehend better SR sentences than OR sentences as adults 
do, or do they comprehend OR better than SR sentences, as past studies have reported? Do 
children with SLI exhibit the same pattern as their typically developing peers? 
2. Are Japanese children with SLI more impaired in the comprehension of RCs than children 
with TD? If children with SLI have general difficulty in processing complex sentences, they 
would have lower performance overall. Children with SLI may have different pattern of 
accuracy from children with TD, if they have problems in specific features of sentences.  
3. Do the surface filler-gap distance, the deep (structural) filler gap distance, or the lengths of 
the first noun phrase affect the comprehension performance on RC sentences by children 
with SLI and children with TD? If linear distance affects the comprehension, they would 
exhibit better comprehension in short SR than long SR. If the comprehension of children 
with SLI or TD is simply affected by sentence length, they would have lower performance 
in long OR than short OR. If children are affected by deep structure (complexity) 
differences, they will perform better on short SR than short OR.  





 A total of 106 children who speak Japanese as their first language participated in this 
study. They were recruited from two kindergartens and three elementary schools, and 
introduced by my acquaintances. Fourteen children were excluded because one of them was 





Disorder, Dyslexia, or Intellectual Impairment. Ninety-two children remained. They had no 
emotional, physical, social, or neurological problems as determined by a parent questionnaire. 
All the school-age children had passed the hearing screening at school. The parents also 
reported no hearing problems. All the participants were administered five standardized tests for 
language, one non-standardized language test, two non-standardized working memory tests, and 
one standardized nonverbal intelligence test. Twenty simple sentences that have only either one 
grammatical particle of nominative ga or accusative o were included as fillers in the 
experimental sentences. These sentences were used to confirm whether the participants 
correctly interpreted the grammatical particles. Six children scored lower than 70% accuracy on 
those sentences, they were excluded from the analysis of the experimental sentences. The 
reactions of the experiments in the remaining 86 children were analyzed. Among the 86 
children, 16 children who had a score lower or equal to -1 SD on at least two of the five 
standardized language tests, and who had a score higher than -1 SD on the nonverbal 
intelligence test, were identified as having SLI (mean age = 7;10, age range: 5;8–10;6, 9 boys 
and 7 girls). Nine children out of 16 were enrolled in treatment for language impairment.  
In the other 70 children, 14 children had one score lower or equal to -1 SD on language 
tests, four children had one score lower or equal to -1SD on language tests and lower or equal 
to -1 SD on the nonverbal intelligence test. They were included in the analyses, but were not 
included in either the SLI group nor the TD group. Fifty-two children were typically developing 
(mean age = 7;6, age range: 5;5–9;9, 34 boys and 18 girls). They had all the five language test 
scores higher than -1SD. Six children who had lower or equal to -1SD on only the nonverbal 
intelligence test were not eliminated from TD group because their language test scores were 





the parents’ report.  
 
Tests 
One standardized language test, four language subtests of the standardized test, one 
non-standardized language test, two non-standardized working memory tests, and the nonverbal 
subtest of the standardized IQ test were administered to the children.  
   Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (PVT-R) 
PVT-R is a standardized language test (Ueno, Nagoshi, & Konuki, 2008) that measure receptive 
vocabulary. Words were auditorily presented. Participants picked one picture from the four 
choices.   
Vocabulary subtest  
The vocabulary subtest from the Japanese version of Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children-Fourth Edition (WISC-IV) (Wechsler, 2010) assessed expressive vocabulary and 
sentence production. The words such as clock, cow, and barefoot, were presented in spoken and 
written form. The participants had to define the words.   
Comprehension subtest  
The comprehension subtest from WISC-IV was employed to assess expressive vocabulary and 
sentence production along with question comprehension. The questions, such as What will you 
do if you lose your friend’s ball? Why do you have to fasten the seat belt in a car?, were 
auditorilly presented. The participants answered in sentence.  
Sentence Repetition subtest  
The sentence repetition subtest, from the Japanese version of the Das-Naglieri Cognitive 





sentences have no meaning. Length and complexity gradually increased. Some example 
sentences are, White is blue., Yellow and green make violet into brown. Only complete and 
accurate repetition earned a point. 
Riddles subtest 
The riddles from Japanese version of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC) 
(Kaufman & Kaufman, 1993) examined sentence comprehension and expressive vocabulary. 
An example item was, What is something has a beak and two wings, and can fly?  
Matrix Reasoning subtest  
Matrix Reasoning is a subtest of nonverbal intelligence test from WISC-IV. Participants were 
presented with incomplete matrices and asked to choose the correct one to fill the matrices.  
 
The above five language tests and one nonverbal intelligence test were used to identify children 
with SLI or TD. The following three tests were non-standardized.   
Japanese test for Comprehension of Syntax and Semantics (J.COSS)  
The J.COSS (Nakagawa, Koyama, & Suga, 2005) is a non-standardized sentence 
comprehension test based on Test of the Reception of Grammar (TROG, Bishop, 1989). It 
consists of 20 blocks of sentences including passives or negation. Each block has four questions. 
A participant listened to the sentence and then chose the correct matching picture from four 
choices. If she answered all four questions correctly, she would pass the block. The level set 
was based on those categories for which 50% of children at a certain age gave all correct 
answers. Level 3, for example, is the level where more than 50% of children aged five or six 
were correct. The participants in this research started the age appropriate level, then proceeded 





however, has different numbers of blocks. Thus, the participants passed Level 3 if they 
succeeded in two categories, but they had to answer correctly in six categories for Level 5. The 
passed blocks and the passed levels were computed as the measure. The passed blocks score 
was employed as J.COSS score, because it was more detailed than the levels passed, and it was 
correlated with the dependent variables and the other tests.  
Nonword Backward Repetition Test  
The Nonword Backward Repetition Test (Hara, 2012) a measure of phonological working 
memory, asked the participant to repeat nonwords backward in 30 seconds. It starts with 
two-morae nonwords and proceedes to three and four morae nonwords (e.g., nasa, makata, 
soyokomo) until the child makes no correct responses in all the six items at a level. The 
maximum score is 18.  
Listening Span Test 
The Listening Span Test (M. Osaka, personal communication, 2008) measures working 
memory in young school-aged children. Since the participants included kindergarten children, 
some words were changed to more familiar ones. The participants were auditorily presented 
with a sentence and asked to remember the first word of the sentence and to judge whether the 
sentence was correct or incorrect. Although it is usual to remember the last word of the sentence 
in English listening span test, the last word in Japanese canonical sentence is a verb, thus, the 
first word noun was selected to remember. The number of sentences presented each time 
increased from one to five. There were five items each. When the participant gave more than 
three correct answers, she would be credited with that level of span and proceed to the next 
number of sentences. If the child answered only two correctly, she would have half a point. For 





on the two-sentence level, and two correct answers on three-sentence level, her listening span 
would be 2.5, and her item score would be 10. The latter accuracy items score was employed as 
Listening Span Test score, because it was more detailed than the span score, and was more 
correlated with the dependent variables and the other tests.  
 
The raw scores and the z scores, which were standardized and adjusted for age, of the six 
language tests, two working memory tests, and one nonverbal intelligence test for the children 




Age in months PVT-R Riddles Vocabulary Comprehension
SLI Mean 94.38 35.63 (-0.61) 14.56 (-0.61) 13.19 (-0.76) 9.63 (-0.64)
n = 16 SD 18.56 12.14 (0.82) 4.68 (0.82) 1.94 (0.36) 4.77 (0.93)
Raw (Z) Minimum 68 18 (-1.94) 5 (-2.29) 10 (-1.35) 3 (-1.93)
Maximum 126 55 (0.84) 22 (0.69) 17 (-0.06) 17 (0.79)
TD Mean 92.62 49.35 (0.42) 20.60 (0.44) 19.48 (0.40) 14.81 (0.37)
n = 52 SD 13.33 12.22 (0.92) 4.77 (0.83) 5.60 (1.04) 4.66 (0.91)
Raw (Z) Minimum 66 17 (-2.02) 11 (-1.24) 12 (-0.98) 6 (-1.35)
Maximum 117 70 (1.97) 30 (2.09) 32 (2.72) 26 (2.54)
Sentence
Repetition J.COSS Listening Span Nonword
Matrix
Reasoning
SLI Mean 3.50 (-0.97) 12.63 (-0.80) 9.13 (-0.46) 12.00 (-0.14) 17.63 (-0.43)
n = 16 SD 1.03 (0.60) 2.58 (0.79) 3.61 (1.02) 3.48 (0.90) 5.17 (0.73)
Raw (Z) Minimum 2 (-1.84) 9 (-1.90) 2 (-2.48) 5 (-1.96) 8 (-1.52)
Maximum 5 (-0.10) 18 (0.79) 14 (0.93) 16 (0.90) 28 (0.93)
TD Mean 5.87 (0.40) 16.35 (0.34) 11.83 (0.31) 13.12 (0.15) 19.60 (0.13)
n = 52 SD 1.47 (0.85) 2.88 (0.88) 3.41 (0.97) 3.55 (0.92) 6.11 (0.98)
Raw (Z) Minimum 3 (-1.26) 10 (-1.60) 5 (-1.63) 5 (-1.96) 8 (-1.93)
Maximum 10 (2.80) 20 (1.45) 18 (2.06) 18 (1.41) 29 (1.91)





    
Stimuli: Sentences  
Eighty-one names of animals, birds, or insects whose familiarities were rated higher 
than 5.75 were selected from NTT database series-Nihongo no goitokusei [Lexical properties of 
Japanese] (Amano & Kondou, 1999), in which the familiarities were rated from one to seven 
(mean is 4.319) for adults. Four more names, shika ‘deer’ 5.312, inko ‘true parrot’ 5.531, 
harinezumi ‘hedgehog’ 5.594, and kamereon ‘chameleon’ 5.688, were employed. The 84 animal 
names were distributed into 28 triplets. Twenty-eight transitive verbs that were rated higher 
than 5.5 (except nagetobasu ‘fling away,’ rated 5.34) were selected as RC verbs. These 
twenty-eight triplets of animal names, the verbs, and their familiarities are shown in Appendix 
A. Sixteen triplets and transitive verbs created 16 RCs, ten triplets and verbs became 10 filler 
simple sentences, and two triplets and verbs were used as practice sentences. Sixteen 
experimental sentences consisted of a RC and MC. The RCs had four variations: short SR, long 
SR, short OR, and long OR. Two adjectives modified the first noun for the long versions. The 
agent animal and the patient animal were switched so that the number of the sentences was 
doubled. In total, 128 experimental sentences were created. An adjective and a noun, which was 
a person or a belonging, followed a head noun. The example sentences (4a-d) are again 
presented here. 
 
(4a) Japanese short SR 
[t] Usagi-o    aratteiru     gorira-niwa     okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
 





 ‘The gorilla who is washing the rabbit has a favorite towel.’ 
 
(4b) Japanese long SR 
[t] Ke no nagai  kakkoii  usagi-o  aratteiru   gorira-niwa  okiniirino  taoru-ga   
 
arimasu.  
 long-haired  cool    rabbit-ACC is.washing  gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite towel-NOM exist  
‘The gorilla who is washing the (long-haired cool) rabbit has a favorite towel.’ 
 
(4c) Japanese short OR 
Usagi-ga  [t]  aratteiru    gorira-niwa    okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
 
rabbit-NOM   is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite  towel-NOM  exist 
‘The gorilla who the rabbit is washing has a favorite towel.’ 
 
(4d) Japanese long OR 
Ke no nagai  kakkoii  usagi-ga  [t] aratteiru  gorira-niwa  okiniirino  taoru-ga  
arimasu. 
 
long-haired  cool   rabbit -NOM  is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP favorite towel-NOM exist 
‘The gorilla who the (long-haired cool) rabbit is washing has a favorite towel.’ 
 





nagai ‘long-haired’ and se no takai ‘tall’. They are relative clauses in terms of the strict 
definition, but they are very commonly used attributive expression as adjectives in Japanese. 
All the 16 items had accuracy rates above 60% for the RC and MC picture choices in 52 
children with TD. These two items including another RC had similar levels of correct rates. The 
plausibility was tested for all the 16 experimental items. All 128 sentences randomly ordered in 
written forms were rated from one to seven by 15 adults. ANOVAs were conducted for each 
item, having type, length, and noun order as the independent variables. Ten out of the 16 items 
had significant main effect of the length (p < .05), which revealed that shorter sentences were 
rated more plausible than longer ones. Two items had significant interaction of noun order and 
type, and the comparisons within one type (SR or OR), revealed that one animal was judged to 
be more plausible as the actor. For RC, if one animal truly is the more plausible actor, there 
should be also significant in the opposite direction of the noun order in the other type, but they 
were not. Thus, no animal is supposed to be more plausible to be an agent than the other in RCs. 
Two items had significant main effect of noun order, which indicated one animal is more 
plausible than the other as a topic of MC verb. A wild boar is more plausible to have a younger 
sister than a bear, and a lizard is more plausible to have a vegetable that she hates than a squid. 
However, the correct rate of MC in which a wild boar was the topic was 76.74%, and that for a 
bear was 74.42%. They were almost same rates. The correct rate of MC in which a lizard was 
the topic was 68.60%, and that for a squid was 77.91%. The more plausible lizard produced 
lower correct rates than the squid. Therefore, no items were eliminated.           
Ten simple filler sentences were created in order to prevent the participants from 
predicting all the sentences had a RC, and to examine whether they understood the two case 





object. Thus, sentences like (6a, b) are both grammatical. Ten filler sentences had six variations 
of two lengths (short or long), two animals (switched), and two particles (ga or o). Thus, 80 
filler simple sentences were created. A sentence like (5) introducing three animals was also 
presented before the simple filler sentence.  
 
(6a) short or long simple nominative  
(Yasete  osharena)  ebi-ga      yattsukemashita. 
thin     stylish    prawn-NOM    attacked 
‘The (thin and stylish) prawn attacked (someone).’ 
 
(6b) short or long simple accusative 
(Yasete  osharena)  ebi-o      yattsukemashita. 
thin     stylish    prawn-ACC    attacked 
‘(Someone) attacked the (thin and stylish) prawn.’ 
 
The two triplets and verbs were used for practice sentences. One was the experimental RC 
sentence, and the other was the simple filler sentence. All the sentences were recorded by the 
author at a sampling rate of 44100Hz at 16-bit, using the audio editing software GoldWave 
(GoldWave Inc., 2001). The order of the 16 triplets were decided so that the similar words did 
not consecutively appear. The 128 experimental RC sentences and 80 filler simple sentences 
were pseudo-randomly distributed into eight lists. Twenty-six sentences in one list were divided 







Three pictures for an experimental sentence and two pictures for a filler simple 
sentence were prepared. The first picture, which was used for the experimental sentences and 
the filler sentences, showed three animals placed in a triangle. The second picture of the 
experimental sentence had four choices for the interpretation of the RC. For example, when (4a) 
was the target sentence, the correct choice was a picture of a gorilla washing a rabbit, the 
opposite choice showed a rabbit washing a gorilla, the same agent choice was a gorilla washing 
a tiger, and the same agent with the opposite choice had a rabbit washing a tiger. The four foils 
were placed two by two. The layout was pseudo-randomly arranged so that the correct one was 
not always in the same place. The third picture of the experimental sentence offered four 
choices for the MC. For (4a), the correct choice displayed a gorilla with a towel, the opposite 
choice showed a rabbit with a towel, the same agent choice had a gorilla had a shampoo bottle, 
and the same agent with the opposite choice was a rabbit with a shampoo bottle. The example 














Figure 2. Examples of Pictures used for the Experimental Sentences 
1. The first picture 
                     
 
                                                                
2. Context sentence presented with the first picture 
Usagi-to        gorira-to      tora-ga     imasu. 
rabbit-PARA    gorilla-PARA   tiger-NOM  are 
‘A rabbit, a gorilla, and a tiger are there.’ 
 
3. Experimental sentence presented with the first picture  
(4a) Japanese short SR 
[t] Usagi-o    aratteiru     gorira-niwa     okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
rabbit-ACC  is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite    towel-NOM  exist 








4. The second picture depicting RC 
 
                                                                              
                                                                             
5.  The third picture depicting MC 
 
                                                                               
                                                                            
The second picture of the simple filler sentence had four choices as well. The correct choice for 
(6a) is that a prawn attacked a pigeon, the opposite choice is that a pigeon attacked a prawn, the 





with the correct choice is that a whale attacked a pigeon. There was no third picture for the 
simple filler sentences. The example of the simple filler sentence and picture are shown in 
Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Examples of Pictures used for the Simple Filler Sentences 
1. The first picture              
                                                   
2.  Context sentence presented with the first picture 
ebi-to        hato-to      kujira-ga     imashita. 
prawn-PARA    pigeon-PARA   whale-NOM  were 
‘A prawn, pigeon, and a whale were there.’ 
                                                    
3.  Simple Filler sentence presented with the first picture 
(6a) short or long simple nominative  
(Yasete  osharena)  ebi-ga      yattsukemashita. 
thin     stylish    prawn-NOM    attacked 






4. The second picture 
                                                
                                                  
                                                    
 
The sentences and pictures were presented with Microsoft Power Point 2010 on a PC (Toshiba 
Dynabook T552/58HK). All the experimental sentences, the simple filler sentences, and all the 
pictures are included in Appendices B and C. 
 
Procedures  
Each participant completed two 1.5 hour research sessions in a quiet room, at least 
three weeks apart. The first session included one experimental block, four or five language tests, 
and the nonverbal intelligence test. The second session included the remaining tests and the 
second experimental block. Each participant completed two lists with eight experimental 
sentences per condition and five filler simple sentences per condition. The experiment was 
administered after one language test was given in both sessions. The participant sat in front of a 
PC screen and was instructed to listen carefully to the short stories of animals who were acting 





animals in a triangle form. The three animals were pointed to by the experimenter along with 
the sentence. Next, the experimental sentence was also presented with the first picture. After the 
experimental sentence was finished, the participant was able to listen to the sentence as many 
times as she wanted until she understood it. The participant was encouraged to listen to the 
sentence again if she was not confident. When the participant indicated she was ready for the 
picture choice, the corresponding display (including four pictures) appeared. The participant 
was asked to point to one correct picture for RC. The third display followed. The participant 
was again asked to point one for MC. After the picture was displayed, she could not listen to the 
sentence again. Two practice items of one simple filler sentence and two practice items of one 
experimental sentence were examined. When the participant chose incorrect picture, the 
practice session was repeated. The experimenter checked the choices done by the participant on 
the paper. There was no feedback on whether the answer was correct or not. If the participant 
needed a rest, it was allowed at any time. Usually, two or three breaks were taken during the 
session. After the second session, the results of the child’s performance on the standardized and 




Data Analysis  
Each sentence had two picture choice probes; one for the RC and the other was for the 
MC. The correct RC and MC responses for each of the four sentence types, short SR (SSR), 
long SR (LSR), short OR (SOR), and long OR (LOR), were counted. The correct and incorrect 





considered to be completely comprehended when both the RC and MC were correctly 
understood. The past three studies with children examined only the accuracies of RCs 
(Mizumoto, 2010; Suzuki, 2011) or focused on RCs (Hakuta, 1981). In order to compare the 
results of this study with those of the previous studies, the correct numbers of the RC and the 
MC were also separately tallied. The correct rates of the four kinds of sentences in the three 
scoring methods for 16 children with SLI and 52 children with TD are shown in Table 2. The 
correct rates of all the sentences in the three conditions are shown in Table 3. The simple 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients and the partial correlation coefficients between all the tests 
and the correct rates of RC and MC for all 86 children, 52 children with TD, and 16 children 










The analyses examined accuracy to determine differences in performance on SR versus OR in 
short sentences (deep structure effects), SSR versus LSR (linear filler-gap distance), and SOR 
versus LOR (length of first noun phrase). The data were first analyzed in all 86 children, then 
the accuracy scores were compared between 16 children with SLI and 52 children with TD. The 
extent to which the language tests and the working memory tests affected the performance were 
analyzed in all 86 children. Because many of tests were highly correlated, the eight tests were 
divided into factors using a factor analysis with promax rotation. Two factors were found. 
Vocabulary subtest, PVT-R, Comprehension subtest, and Riddles subtest loaded heavily on 
factor one, Language Knowledge (LN). Listening Span Test, Nonword Backward Repetition 
Test, J.COSS, and Sentence Repetition subtest loaded heavily on factor two, Working Memory 
(WM). The results of the factor analysis are shown in Table 4. To calculate the LN score and the 
WM score for the participants, the scores of each test were standardized and adjusted for age. 
The means of the standardized residual scores of the corresponding four tests were computed 
and standardized again.    
Sentence
Scores RC and MC RC only MC only
SLI Mean 0.50 0.72 0.64
n = 16 SD 0.18 0.10 0.19
Range 0.28-0.84 0.53-0.88 0.31-0.94
TD Mean 0.70 0.85 0.81
n = 52 SD 0.18 0.11 0.15
Range 0.34-1 0.47-1 0.41-1
All the Sentences
Table 3. The Correct Rates of All the Sentences in the 3






Table 4. Promax Rotated Two-factor Solution for the 8 






Vocabulary subtest 0.99  -0.16  
PVT-R 0.75  0.15  
Comprehension subtest 0.70  0.17  
Riddles subtest 0.58  0.33  
Listening Span Test 0.05  0.79  
Nonword Backward Repetition Test -0.08  0.77  
J.COSS 0.36  0.56  
Sentence Repetition subtest 0.21  0.55  
Note. Factor loadings > .50 are in boldface. 
 
 
 Linear mixed-effects (LME) models were employed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., 
2013). There were three dependent variables: correct MC + correct RC (RC + MC scores), 
correct RC regardless of the accuracy of the MC probe (RC scores), correct MC was of the 
accuracy of the MC probe (MC scores).  
 
SSR and SOR (Type Difference) in all 86 children 
 The sentence type was the fixed effect. Age, session number (1st or 2nd), the language 
knowledge (LN) score, and the working memory (WM) score were included as predictors. The 
LME was conducted in the three dependent variable conditions, RC + MC scores, RC Only 
scores, and MC Only scores. The random intercepts and slopes were also included, and the 
model was simplified until it yielded a smaller information criterion value. As a result, the 





were included. Table 5, 6 and 7 show the results of the most appropriate model of the three 
scores. 
Age was strongly correlated with accuracy scores, in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1189) = 
6.50, p < .000; with accuracy in RC Only scores, t(1, 1189) = 3.63, p = .000; and with accuracy 
in MC Only scores, t(1, 1189) = 6.20, p < .000. The older children had more correct answers 
than the younger children did. The session order also influenced performance, in RC + MC 
scores, t(1, 1189) = -3.94, p < .000; in RC Only scores, t(1, 1189) = -2.60, p = .010; and in MC 
Only scores, t(1, 1189) = -2.64, p = .009. All the children increased the accuracy rates from the 
first session to the second session (at least three weeks after the first session). Because age and 
session were significant in the same direction in most analyses, they are not described further.  
The effect of the sentence type was significant in RC + MC scores, t(1, 109) = 2.83, p 
= .006; and in MC Only scores, t(1, 109) = 2.53, p = .013. However, it was not significant in 
RC Only scores, t(1, 109) = 1.62, p = .108. OR was significantly more difficult than SR for all 
the 86 children in RC + MC scores, and in MC Only scores, but there was no difference 













Intercept -2.88 0.58 14 -5.00 0.000** -4.12 -1.65
Type 0.49 0.17 109 2.83 0.006** 0.15 0.84
Age 0.04 0.01 1189 6.50 < .000** -0.77 -0.26
Session -0.52 0.13 1189 -3.94 < .000** -0.77 -0.26
LN 0.17 0.10 1189 1.66 0.097† -0.03 0.37
WM 0.65 0.11 1189 6.12 < .000** 0.44 0.86
**  p < .01     † p < .10
Table 5. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC+MC) between










SSR and SOR (Type Difference) in 16 children with SLI and 52 children with TD 
 LME was similarly applied to the three scores with the between groups variable as the 
fixed effect. The random effects were the intercepts for the participants and the intercepts for 
the items for RC + MC scores, and for MC Only scores. For RC Only scores, the slope for the 
participants was added to obtain the most appropriate model. The results are shown on the Table 












Intercept -0.47 0.64 14 -0.74 0.473 -1.85 0.91
Type 0.32 0.20 109 1.62 0.108 -0.07 0.72
Age 0.03 0.01 1189 3.63 0.000** 0.01 0.04
Session -0.39 0.15 1189 -2.60 0.010* -0.69 -0.10
LN -0.02 0.12 1189 -0.19 0.849 -0.27 0.22
WM 0.76 0.13 1189 5.96 < .000** 0.51 1.01
Table 6. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC Only) between
SSR and SOR for 86 Children











Intercept -2.51 0.64 14 -3.95 0.001** -3.87 -1.15
Type 0.43 0.17 109 2.53 0.013* 0.09 0.76
Age 0.04 -0.01 1189 6.20 < .000** 0.03 0.06
Session -0.37 0.14 1189 -2.64 0.009** -0.65 -0.09
LN 0.33 0.12 1189 2.72 0.007** 0.09 0.56
WM 0.44 0.12 1189 3.75 0.000** 0.21 0.68
Table 7. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is MC Only) between
SSR and SOR for 86 Children

















Intercept -2.94 0.72 15 -4.10 0.001** -4.46 -1.41
Group -0.03 0.38 1002 -0.09 0.930 -0.79 0.72
Type -0.09 0.28 1002 -0.33 0.745 -0.63 0.45
Group×Type 0.92 0.33 1002 2.79 0.005** 0.27 1.56
Age 0.04 0.01 1002 5.90 <.000** 0.03 0.05
Session -0.59 0.15 1002 -4.00 <.000** -0.88 -0.30
LN 0.07 0.13 1002 0.52 0.605 -0.19 0.33
WM 0.57 0.13 1002 4.35 <.000** 0.31 0.82
**  p < .01
Table 8. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC+MC ) between SSR and










Intercept -0.32 0.79 14 -0.41 0.688 -2.02 1.37
Group -0.61 0.45 937 -1.36 0.174 -1.49 0.27
Type -0.63 0.37 83 -1.70 0.093† -1.36 0.11
Group×Type 1.40 0.45 937 3.14 0.002** 0.53 2.28
Age 0.03 0.01 937 3.54 0.000** 0.01 0.04
Session -0.36 0.17 937 -2.11 0.035* -0.69 -0.02
LN 0.08 0.16 937 0.48 0.629 -0.23 0.38
WM 0.58 0.15 937 3.86 0.000** 0.29 0.88
Table 9. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC Only) between SSR and
SOR for 16 Children with SLI and 52 Children with TD










Intercept -2.75 0.78 15 -3.54 0.003** -4.41 -1.10
Group 0.37 0.42 1002 0.88 0.380 -0.45 1.18
Type 0.45 0.28 1002 1.57 0.116 -0.11 1.00
Group×Type 0.00 0.35 1002 0.00 0.997 -0.68 0.68
Age 0.04 0.01 1002 5.66 <.000** 0.03 0.06
Session -0.48 0.16 1002 -2.91 0.004** -0.80 -0.16
LN 0.15 0.15 1002 0.95 0.341 -0.16 0.45
WM 0.47 0.15 1002 3.22 0.001** 0.18 0.76
**  p < .01  
Table 10. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is MC Only) between SSR and






None of main effects for group was significant in the three scores in RC + MC scores, t(1, 
1002) = -0.09, p = .930; in RC Only scores, t(1, 937) = -1.36, p = .174; and in MC Only scores, 
t(1, 1002) = 0.88, p = .380. Also, none of main effect of type was significant, in RC + MC 
scores, t(1, 1002) = -0.33, p = .745; in RC Only scores, t(1, 83) = -1.70, p = .093; and in MC 
Only scores, t(1, 1002) = 1.57, p = .116. The interaction of group and type was significant in 
RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = 2.79, p = .005; and in RC Only scores, t(1, 937) = 3.14, p = .002. 
Post hoc tests revealed that in only SSR, the children with TD had significantly better 
performance than the children with SLI in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = 2.26, p = .024; and 
marginally significant better scores in RC Only scores, t(1, 937) = 1.78, p = .075. No group 
difference in SOR was found in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = -0.09, p = .930; and in RC Only 
scores, t(1, 937) = -1.36, p = .174. Furthermore, the children with TD consistently showed that 
SOR was more difficult than SSR, in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = 4.69, p < .000; in RC Only 
scores, t(1, 937) = 3.11, p = .002; and in MC Only scores, t(1, 1002) = 2.22, p = .027. However, 
the children with SLI had an opposite pattern in RC Only scores, t(1, 937) = -1.70, p = .089, 
indicating SOR was easier than SSR. There was no type difference for the children with SLI in 
the other two conditions, in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = -0.33, p = .745; and in MC Only 
scores, t(1, 1002) = 1.57, p = .116. The type difference in the children with TD was not 
consistent with three previous studies (Hakuta, 1981; Mizumoto, 2010; Suzuki, 2011). The 
children with SLI showed the same result with the past three children studies.         
 
SSR and LSR (Linear Distance Difference) in all 86 children 





The linear distance difference was included as a fixed effect. Age, session number (1st or 2nd), 
the linguistic knowledge score (LN), and the working memory score (WM) were included as 
covariates. The random effects were the intercept for the participants and the intercept for the 
items in the three scores. The Table 11, 12 and 13 show the results for all 86 children.   
The main effect of linear distance length was not significant, in RC + MC scores, t(1, 
1273) = -0.50, p = .616; in RC Only scores, t(1, 1273) = 0.01, p = .995; and in MC Only scores, 
t(1, 1273) = -1.19, p = .233. There were no differences between SSR and LSR in the three 






















Intercept -3.11 0.66 15 -4.69 0.000** -4.52 -1.69
Length -0.07 0.13 1273 -0.50 0.616 -0.33 0.20
Age 0.05 0.01 1273 6.69 < .000** 0.03 0.06
Session -0.49 0.13 1273 -3.63 0.000** -0.75 -0.23
LN 0.26 0.12 1273 2.12 0.035* 0.02 0.50
WM 0.61 0.12 1273 4.97 < .000** 0.37 0.85
Table 11. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC+MC) between SSR
and LSR for 86 Children









SSR and LSR (Linear Distance Difference) in in 16 children with SLI and 52 children 
with TD  
The LMEs were similarly conducted for the 68 children with TD or SLI. The intercepts 
for the participants and for the items were included as the random effects in MC Only scores 
and in RC + MC scores, but in RC Only scores, only the intercept for the participants was 
included. Table 14, 15 and 16 show the results for 68 children in the three scores. 











Intercept -0.68 0.61 15 -1.12 0.280 -1.99 0.62
Length 0.00 0.15 1273 0.01 0.995 -0.30 0.30
Age 0.03 0.01 1273 4.63 < .000** 0.02 0.04
Session -0.52 0.16 1273 -3.35 0.001** -0.83 -0.22
LN 0.14 0.12 1273 1.15 0.249 -0.10 0.38
WM 0.74 0.12 1273 6.06 < .000** 0.50 0.98
**  p < .01
Table 12. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC Only) between SSR











Intercept -2.49 0.71 15 -3.50 0.003** -4.01 -0.98
Length -0.18 0.15 1273 -1.19 0.233 -0.47 0.11
Age 0.05 0.01 1273 6.30 < .000** 0.03 0.06
Session -0.30 0.15 1273 -2.01 0.044* -0.59 -0.01
LN 0.35 0.14 1273 2.52 0.012* 0.08 0.62
WM 0.37 0.13 1273 2.76 0.006** 0.11 0.63
Table 13. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is MC Only) between SSR
and LSR for 86 Children





t(1, 1002) = 0.62, p = .537; in RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = -0.02, p = .986; and in MC Only 
scores, t(1, 1002) = 0.35, p = .724. The main effect of the linear distance length was marginally 
significant in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = -1.92, p = .056; and in RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = 
















Intercept -3.32 0.77 15 -4.30 0.001** -4.97 -1.68
Group 0.26 0.42 1002 0.62 0.537 -0.56 1.07
Length -0.53 0.28 1002 -1.92 0.056† -0.56 1.07
Group×Length 0.72 0.33 1002 2.16 0.031* 0.07 1.37
Age 0.05 0.01 1002 6.40 <.000** 0.03 0.06
Session -0.53 0.15 1002 -3.43 0.000** -0.83 -0.23
LN 0.14 0.15 1002 0.93 0.353 -0.16 0.43
WM 0.43 0.14 1002 3.03 0.003** 0.15 0.71
 **  p < .01   *p < .05  †p < .10  
Table 14. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC+MC) between SSR and











Intercept -0.99 0.76 63 -1.29 0.200 -2.51 0.54
Group -0.01 0.42 1017 -0.02 0.986 -0.84 0.82
Length -0.53 0.29 1017 -1.85 0.065† -1.10 0.03
Group×Length 0.73 0.36 1017 2 0.045* 0.02 1.45
Age 0.03 0.01 1017 4.51 <.000** 0.02 0.05
Session -0.57 0.18 1017 -3.21 0.001** -0.92 -0.22
LN 0.19 0.16 1017 1.17 0.243 -0.13 0.50
WM 0.50 0.15 1017 3.32 0.000** 0.20 0.79
Table 15. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC Only) between SSR and
LSR for 16 Children with SLI and 52 Children with TD







However, the interaction of group and length was significant in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = 
2.16, p = .031; in RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = 2.00, p = .045, and was not significant in MC 
Only scores, t(1, 1002) = 1.00, p = .319. Post hoc analyses found that, in the children with SLI, 
the length distance between SSR and LSR was close to reach the significant difference in RC + 
MC scores, t(1, 1002) = -1.92, p = .056; and in RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = -1.85, p = .065. 
This was the opposite direction to that predicted. The children with SLI had better 
comprehension in LSR than SSR in spite of that LSR had longer linear distance than SSR. 
There were no differences between SSR and LSR for the children with TD in RC + MC scores, 
t(1, 1002) = 1.02, p = .308; in RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = 0.89, p = .373; and in MC Only 
scores, t(1, 1002) = 0.08, p = .934. Also, as the group difference in SSR was described in the 
comparison between SSR and SOR, it was found to be significant in RC + MC scores, t(1, 
1002) = 2.32, p = .020; and to be marginally significant in RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = 1.73, p 











Intercept -2.78 0.85 15 -3.27 0.005** -4.59 -0.97
Group 0.16 0.46 1002 0.35 0.724 -0.73 1.05
Length -0.35 0.30 1002 -1.16 0.245 -0.94 0.24
Group×Length 0.37 0.37 1002 1 0.319 -0.35 1.09
Age 0.05 0.01 1002 5.98 <.000** 0.03 0.07
Session -0.31 0.17 1002 -1.79 0.075† -0.65 0.03
LN 0.19 0.17 1002 1.11 0.269 -0.15 0.53
WM 0.36 0.16 1002 2.26 0.024* 0.05 0.67
Table 16. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is MC Only) between SSR and
LSR for 16 Children with SLI and 52 Children with TD





RC Only scores, t(1, 1017) = -0.02, p = .986; and in MC Only scores, t(1, 1002) = 0.35, p 
= .724. Therefore, the children with SLI had worse comprehension than the children with TD in 
only SSR not in LSR.    
 
SOR and LOR (Phrase Length Difference) in all 86 children 
 The LMEs were computed in the three conditions for all 86 children. The phrase length 
difference was included as a fixed effect. Age, session number (1st or 2nd), the linguistic 
knowledge score (LN), and the working memory score (WM) were included as covariates. The 
random effects were the intercept for the participants and the intercept for the items in RC + 
MC scores, and in MC Only scores. The slope for the participants was added to the random 














Intercept -2.42 0.67 15 -3.58 0.003** -3.86 -0.98
Length 0.05 0.12 1273 0.39 0.700 -0.19 0.29
Age 0.03 0.01 1273 4.64 < .000** 0.02 0.05
Session -0.43 0.12 1273 -3.49 0.001** -0.67 -0.19
LN 0.05 0.12 1273 0.39 0.694 -0.19 0.28
WM 0.48 0.12 1273 3.93 < .000** 0.24 0.73
**  p < .01
Table 17. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC+MC) between SOR








The main effect of the phrase length was not significant in the three scores; in RC + MC 
condition, t(1, 1273) = 0.39, p = .700; in RC Only scores, t(1, 109) = -0.75, p = .456; in MC 
Only scores, t(1, 1273) = 1.04, p = .299. There was no difference between SOR and LOR for all 
86 children.  
 
SOR and LOR (Phrase Length Difference) in 16 children with SLI and 52 children with 
TD 











Intercept -0.30 0.59 15 -0.51 0.615 -1.55 0.95
Length -0.12 0.16 109 -0.75 0.456 -0.45 0.20
Age 0.02 0.01 1188 3.63 0.000** 0.01 0.04
Session -0.27 0.14 1188 -1.87 0.0623† -0.55 0.01
LN -0.07 0.11 1188 -0.65 0.519 -0.28 0.14
WM 0.50 0.11 1188 4.40 < .000** 0.28 0.72
Table 18. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC Only) between SOR
and LOR for 86 Children











Intercept -2.25 0.64 15 -3.49 0.003** -3.62 -0.87
Length 0.14 0.13 1273 1.04 0.299 -0.12 0.39
Age 0.04 0.01 1273 5.44 < .000** 0.02 0.05
Session -0.39 0.13 1273 -2.99 0.003** -0.65 -0.13
LN 0.16 0.12 1273 1.36 0.175 -0.07 0.39
WM 0.38 0.12 1273 3.20 0.001** 0.15 0.61
**  p < .01
Table 19. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is MC Only) between SOR





effects were the intercept for the participants and the intercept for the items in RC + MC scores, 
and in MC Only scores. The slope for the participants was added to the random effects in RC 


















Intercept -2.38 0.82 15 -2.90 0.011* -4.13 -0.63
Group -0.15 0.44 1002 -0.35 0.727 -1.02 0.71
Length -0.04 0.28 1002 -0.13 0.893 -0.58 0.51
Group×Length 0.18 0.32 1002 0.55 0.583 -0.45 0.80
Age 0.03 0.01 1002 4.34 <.000** 0.02 0.05
Session -0.53 0.14 1002 -3.81 0.000** -0.81 -0.26
LN 0.02 0.15 1002 0.13 0.894 -0.28 0.32
WM 0.58 0.15 1002 3.85 0.000** 0.28 0.87
Table 20. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC+MC) between SOR and
LOR for 16 Children with SLI and 52 Children with TD











Intercept -0.11 0.74 15 -0.14 0.887 -1.69 1.48
Group -0.26 0.42 936 -0.62 0.536 -1.09 0.57
Length -0.08 0.37 83 -0.22 0.827 -0.83 0.66
Group×Length -0.14 0.44 936 -0.33 0.745 -1.00 0.72
Age 0.02 0.01 936 3.29 0.001** 0.01 0.04
Session -0.28 0.16 936 -1.73 0.084† -0.60 0.04
LN 0.01 0.14 936 0.10 0.922 -0.26 0.29
WM 0.49 0.14 936 3.54 0.000** 0.22 0.77
Table 21. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is RC Only) between SOR and
LOR for 16 Children with SLI and 52 Children with TD







The main effect of group was not significant in the three scores, in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) 
= -0.35, p = .727; in RC Only scores, t(1, 936) = -0.62, p = .536; and in MC Only scores, t(1, 
1002) = 0.20, p = .840. The main effect of the phrase length was neither significant in RC + MC 
scores, t(1, 1002) = -0.13, p = .893; in RC Only scores, t(1, 83) = -0.22, p = .827; and in MC 
Only scores, t(1, 1002) = -0.01, p = .994. The interaction of group and length was not 
significant in RC + MC scores, t(1, 1002) = 0.55, p = .583; in RC Only scores, t(1, 936) = -0.33, 
p = .745; and was not significant in MC Only scores, t(1, 1002) = 1.29, p = .196. The length of 
the first noun phrase did not influence difficulty in comprehension for the both of groups of 
children. 
 
The language tests and the working memory tests 
 The language knowledge (LN) score, and the working memory (WM) score were 











Intercept -2.45 0.81 15 -3.01 0.009** -4.18 -0.71
Group 0.09 0.44 1002 0.2 0.840 -0.77 0.95
Length 0.00 0.28 1002 -0.01 0.994 -0.55 0.55
Group×Length 0.43 0.33 1002 1.29 0.196 1.09 0.72
Age 0.00 0.01 1002 4.89 <.000** 0.02 0.05
Session -0.49 0.15 1002 -3.21 0.001** -0.79 -0.19
LN 0.07 0.16 1002 0.44 0.659 -0.24 0.37
WM 0.41 0.15 1002 2.77 0.006** 0.12 0.70
**  p < .01
Table 22. Solutions for Fixed Effects (Dependent Variable is MC Only) between SOR and





values. WM score was significant in all the 18 analyses. The p values were all under < .01 
except one analysis which was p < .05. The LN score was significant only in three analyses for 
all 86 children, in MC Only scores in SSR and SOR, t(1, 1189) = 2.72, p = .007; in RC + MC 
scores in SSR and LSR, t(1, 1273) = 2.12, p = .035; and in MC Only scores in SSR and LSR, 
t(1, 1273) = 2.52, p = .012. Compared to LN score, the WM score was more predictive of 
comprehension of sentences including relative clause for all the children. Figure 4 and 5 show 
the relation of overall sentence accuracy in RC + MC scores to the LN scores, and WM scores, 
respectively.  
 

















 The main effect of age was significant in all the 18 analyses. The older children 
comprehended the sentences with RC more accurately than the younger children. The main 
effect of session was also significant in all the 18 analyses except in the two analyses in that 
were marginally significant. The children performed better in the second session than in the first 
session. The task was new to all the children, and the procedure might have been a little 
difficult. The practice effect was certainly evident in many children, although the intervals 
between the two sessions were longer than three weeks. Comparison of SSRs and SORs in all 
the 86 children found that SORs was more difficult than SSR in RC + MC scores, and in MC 
Only scores, but there was no difference between types in RC Only scores. The same analyses 





than in SSRs in the three scoring methods. This result contradicted those of the previous three 
studies (Hakuta, 1981; Mizumoto, 2010; Suzuki, 2011). However, the children with SLI showed 
more difficulty with SSRs than SORs in RC Only scores, and no differences between SSRs and 
SORs in MC Only scores and in RC + MC scores. The analyses of the linear distance in all the 
86 children revealed there were no differences between SSRs and LSRs in all the three scoring 
methods. The LMEs in the 68 children, however, revealed that the children with SLI had a little 
more difficulties in SSRs than in LSRs, in RC + MC scores, and in RC Only scores. This was 
the opposite result to that expected, because longer linear distance made comprehension easier. 
The children with TD showed no differences between SSRs and LSRs in all the three conditions. 
The analyses of the first noun phrase length resulted in no differences between SORs and LORs 
in all the 86 children in all the three scoring methods. There were no interactions of groups and 
lengths in all the three scores. Thus, the longer phrase length did not influence difficulty in all 
the children. The children with TD were more accurate than the children with SLI only in SSRs 
in RC + MC scores, and in RC Only scores. There were no group differences in SORs, LSRs, 
and LORs. The six language tests and two working memory tests were divided into two factors 
by the factor analysis. The language knowledge (LN) score consisted of the scores of 
Vocabulary subtest, PVT-R, Comprehension subtest, and Riddles. The working memory (WM) 
score included the scores of Listening Span Test, Nonword Backward Repetition Test, J.COSS, 
and Sentence Repetition subtest. The two mean scores were included as the covariates in the 
LMEs. The WM score was significant in all the 18 analyses, but the LN score was in the three 
analyses. The WM score predicted much more comprehension of the sentences including RCs 








 The present study investigated the comprehension of sentences including relative 
clauses (RCs) by Japanese-speaking children with SLI and TD. Although in Japanese RCs are 
created by movement like in English, Japanese RCs are different from English RCs. Japanese 
RCs precede the head noun, and the relative clause is realized at the head noun. Also, the 
differences between subject relatives (SRs) and object relatives (ORs) are different. The 
Japanese OR gap has a deeper distance from the filler in the tree structure, but a shorter distance 
in surface form than the SR. The frequencies in written text do not differ (Sato, 2010). In spite 
of these differences, sentences in Japanese with ORs were harder to comprehend than sentences 
with SRs in studies with adults (Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2003; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008; Sato, 
2010). The studies with children produced the opposite results; sentences with ORs were easier 
than sentences with SRs (Hakuta, 1981; Mizumoto, 2010), or the levels of difficulties were 
same in SRs and ORs (Suzuki, 2011). However, the experimental design of two of these studies 
(Mizumoto, 2010; Suzuki, 2011) did not insure that the participants filled the gap, because they 
were able to choose the correct answer even if they did not listen to the sentence until the head 
noun. Thus, the present study examined the comprehension of the whole sentence including RC 
and MC. Further, the present study included four rather than two pictures and more stimuli 
overall. The present study found that sentences with ORs were more difficult than sentences 
with SRs for the children with TD. This result agreed with past studies with adults, and 
diverged from the previous three studies with children. Even though the correct answers of RC 
and those of MC were computed separately, ORs were harder than SRs. However, for the 





ORs and SRs were found in RC + MC scores and in MC Only scores. This differed from the 
children with TD, and was consistent with the previous children studies. The result of the 
present study revealed that the children with TD did not differ in their comprehension of SSR 
and LSR sentences. The children with SLI, however, exhibited an unpredicted advantage for 
LSR sentences over SSR sentences. No difference in comprehension accuracy between SOR 
and LOR sentences in all the analyses indicated that extra length of the phrase did not affect 
sentence comprehension of the sentences with RCs.   
Previous studies in English found that comprehension of sentences with longer 
filler-gap distance increased difficulty for children with SLI compared to children with TD, and 
to sentences with shorter distance (van der Lely & Battel, 2003; Deevy & Leonard, 2004; 
Marinis & van der Lely, 2007). Hestvik, Schwartz and Tornyova (2010), however, found that 
children with SLI had difficulty in the on-line processing of sentences with ORs, but they did 
not have impairment in off-line comprehension of those sentences. In the present study, 
Japanese-speaking children with SLI had more difficulty than children with TD in 
comprehension of only SSR sentences. The children with SLI performed comparably to their 
TD peers on most of the sentences. The children with SLI were not specifically impaired in 
their comprehension of sentences with object relatives that had deeper distance in Japanese. 
They had no difficulties in long linear distance or in long redundant sentences. Their poorer 
scores in SSR will be discussed in the next section. When the six language tests and two 
working memory tests were divided into two factor-based scores, the mean WM score better 
predicted the comprehension performance for the sentences with RCs, than the derived 
language score. Thus, working memory was strongly associated with comprehension of such 






Type Difference in children with SLI and in children with TD (SSR and SOR) 
The linear mixed-effect model (LME) for all the 86 children revealed that short 
sentences with ORs (SOR) were significantly more difficult than short sentences with SRs 
(SSR) in RC+MC scores, and in MC Only scores, but there was no difference between SSR and 
SOR in RC Only scores. However, when SSR and SOR were compared in the two groups of 68 
children, the trends were very different. For the 16 children with SLI, SRs were more difficult 
than ORs in RC Only scores, but the 52 children with TD showed that SOR was significantly 
more difficult than SSR in all three scoring methods. This result for the children with TD 
accorded with Japanese adults of past studies (Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2003; Ueno & Garnsey, 
2008; Sato, 2010). Although adults did not show a difference between SR and OR in off-line 
tasks such as the comprehension questions, the difference has been found in on-line measures 
such as ERPs and reading time. The children with TD in the present study had more difficulty 
with sentences including ORs than SRs in the off-line task requiring picture selection. This 
developmental difference warrants further exploration in older children to determine when the 
adult pattern emerges. Previous studies with children reported that ORs were comprehended 
more accurately than SRs (Hakuta, 1981; Mizumoto, 2010) or that the level of difficulty was 
equivalent (Suzuki, 2011). Only RCs were examined in those studies. The present study 
examined the accuracies not only when the both the RC and MC were correct, but also when 
either the RC or the MC was correct. The children with TD showed difficulty of OR over SR in 
all the three scores. What caused the difference between this study and the past studies?  
The sentences with ORs may have been more difficult than the sentences with SRs in 





second picture for the RCs are shown again.  
 
(4a) Japanese short SR 
[t] Usagi-o    aratteiru     gorira-niwa     okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
 
rabbit-ACC  is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite    towel-NOM  exist 
 ‘The gorilla who is washing the rabbit has a favorite towel.’ 
 
(4c) Japanese short OR 
Usagi-ga  [t]  aratteiru    gorira-niwa    okiniirino   taoru-ga  arimasu. 
 
rabbit-NOM   is.washing   gorilla-DAT.TOP  favorite  towel-NOM  exist 
‘The gorilla who the rabbit is washing has a favorite towel.’ 
                                                                  
                                                                        
                                                                         





The pictures were the same for sentences with ORs and sentences with SRs. If the 
participants selected the picture about the RC based on the first animal and the particle, the OR 
sentence had two possible candidates, but SR sentence had only one. In the OR sentence (4c), 
the first animal rabbit was the agent; therefore, the participants had two candidate pictures, the 
upper right one and the lower left one. In SR sentence (4a), the first animal was the patient, and 
the picture of the patient rabbit was the only one, the upper left one. The picture selection of the 
present study was performed after the entire sentence was auditorily presented and the 
participant decided to proceed to look at the pictures. Thus, although the participants did not 
tend to choose the picture of the first animal, there is no direct way to confirm this. However, 
the error pattern differences between SRs and ORs for RCs could be considered. Errors in 
which the picture with the correct agent with a different patient, are one way to examine this 
possibility. This type of error for (4a), the SR sentence, is the lower right one, in which the 
gorilla is washing the tiger. The error for (4c), the OR sentence, is the lower left one, in which 
the rabbit is washing the tiger. OR sentence errors may arise from listening to only the first 
animal name. If the participants made more errors on sentences with ORs than on sentences 
with SRs, the apparent picture disadvantage for sentences with OR sentences might have played 
a role in their responses. However, the error frequencies were not different between SR 
(11.57%) and OR (13.31%) sentences. The difficulty in OR is thus, not due to the picture foils. 
The children in this study were older than the children of the previous studies. The age 
range of the participants in the present study was from 5;0–9;0 old, except for two SLI children 
were over ten. The children participated in the previous three studies were three to six years old. 
The sentence comprehension of older children was similar to that of adults, more difficulties 





grammatical particle rather than the whole sentence.  
The divergent findings could be due to the methodological differences between the 
present study and the previous studies. The children in Mizumoto (2010) and Suzuki (2011) 
were looking at the pictures while they were listening to the sentences. The children in the two 
studies could select the correct picture if only they remembered the first noun and the attached 
particle before listening to the MC. The nominative particle ga indicating the agent was 
generally easier and acquired earlier than the accusative particle o indicating the patient. Thus, 
the gap filling did not occur, and the nominative particle might have made comprehension 
easier for OR sentences than SR sentences in the previous studies. The children in this study, in 
contrast, had to choose both pictures after listening to the sentences. When a RC, along with a 
MC was interpreted, both adults and children had more difficulties in OR sentences that had 
deeper filler-gap distances than SR sentences.  
The OR sentences were more difficult than SR sentences in the MC Only scores 
despite the fact that the MCs were the same across SR sentences and OR sentences. When 
reading time was measured in the adults, it was longer in OR sentences than SR sentences not 
only around the head noun but also during the entire MC (Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2003; Ueno 
& Garnsey, 2008; Sato, 2010). This indicated that the integration cost started at the head noun, 
and continued during the MC. The children in this study may have had difficulty in ORs 
starting at the head noun and lasting until the end of the MC.  
  The dative-topic marker niwa was used for the head noun in MC. It was adapted from 
Ueno and Garnsey (2008), to avoid the nominative particle ga being doubly used. However, the 
topic particle wa is often interpreted as a subject. The head noun attached to niwa is not an 





head noun that is a patient in an OR, but is a theme in an MC might have produced a mismatch. 
In the SR, the head noun is an agent, and it is a theme in the MC. A similar thematic role might 
be preferable (Sheldon, 1974). The semantic function mismatch may have led to the difficulties 
in OR sentences. Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003) investigated three kinds of particles, 
nominative-ga, topic-wa, and accusative-o, for a head noun with adults. In all three cases, 
longer reading time through the head noun until the end of the sentence was measured in OR 
sentences than in SR sentences. When the accusative particle was attached to the head noun, 
OR sentences were more difficult than SR sentences, although a thematic role was same in OR 
and in MC. Hakuta (1981) also found that comprehension of MC was not different between SR 
sentences and OR sentences. The sentences that were used in his study had the head noun 
attached with the nominative particles and intransitive verb in MC like the example sentences 
(2a) and (2b) listed below again.  
 
(2a) Japanese subject relative clause 
[t] Kuma-o      hikkaita     panda-ga     naita. 
   
bear-ACC    scratched    panda-NOM   cried 
‘The panda who scratched the bear cried.’ 
 
(2b) Japanese object relative clause 
Kuma-ga  [t]   hikkaita     panda-ga      naita. 
  





‘The panda who the bear scratched cried.’ 
 
Although the mismatch of the thematic roles between RC and MC was observed in OR 
sentences not in SR, ORs were easier than SRs and the accuracy rates for MC did not differ. 
Because MC sentences in Hakuta (1981) were structurally simpler and easier than those of the 
present study, no comprehension differences of MC might have been found. A future study 
should investigate other grammatical particles for head nouns and other structures of MC in 
Japanese children. 
 The results for SSRs and SORs in the 16 children with SLI in the present study were 
very different from those of the children with TD. SRs was more difficult than ORs in the RC 
Only scores, and no difference was found in the RC+ MC scores, and in the MC Only scores. 
Favoring ORs over SRs in the RC Only scores was consistent with the previous studies of 
children (Hakuta, 1981; Mizumoto, 2010). The children with SLI may have had the different 
way to process the sentences from the TD peers. They might have focused on only RCs and 
used the grammatical particle strategy that the younger children seemed to employ in the past 
studies. The authors explained that the nominative particle, which is usually earlier acquired, 
was attached with the first noun in ORs, so ORs was easier than SRs. The children with SLI in 
the present study also might have been affected by those case particles. Suzuki (2011) reported 
that only the children who understood both of the nominative and accusative particles in the 
simple sentences did not show any advantages of OR over SR, but the children with SLI of this 
study had the difference, even though they passed the criterion of the simple sentences. The 
children with SLI may have processed only RC and given up comprehending MC in relatively 





higher than those of MC (mean = 0.64) and the both of RC and MC (mean = 0.50). The RC 
Only scores included the cases when the MC was not processed. When the children with SLI 
succeeded in comprehension of the whole sentences including RCs and MCs, their advantage of 
ORs over SRs disappeared. The difficulties of ORs in the whole sentence might have 
diminished it.   
 
Difference of the Linear Distance in children with SLI and children with TD (SSR and 
LSR) 
The main effect of the linear distance length difference between SSR and LSR was not 
significant in any condition for all the 86 children. The longer linear distance in LSR did not 
make comprehension harder than SSR for children. This was true for the children with TD. 
There was no significant differences between SSR and LSR regardless of the scoring. 
Furthermore, although SSR was longer in the linear distance between the filler and the gap than 
SOR, SSR was easier than SOR for the children with TD. No difference found between SSR 
and LSR added another evidence to that the deeper distance was more influential than the 
surface distance in processing Japanese RC sentences for children with TD.  
The children with SLI performed in unexpected ways. They had more difficulties in 
SSR than LSR in the RC + MC scores, and in the RC Only scores. The long linear distance did 
not make comprehension harder, rather easier for the children with SLI. Comprehension of the 
long sentences may have been facilitated by pauses before the embedded verb and after the 
particle for the first animal name in RCs. Such pauses did not occur in short sentences. Every 
sentence that was used in the experiments was read with natural prosody by the author and 





grammatical particles, ga or o, consist of one mora, and are very short. Thus, the particles could 
be less salient, even though they have a consonant and a vowel. Children with SLI have 
difficulty processing perceptually weak morphemes (Leonard, 1989). Japanese children with 
SLI may have had difficulty perceiving and recognizing the particles. Therefore, the pause 
might have made these grammatical particles more salient. However, LORs did not benefit 
from the pause. There was no difficulty difference between SOR and LOR. The means of the 
accuracy rates of the four types sentences in the RC Only scores for the children with SLI were, 
0.63 in SSR, 0.73 in LSR, 0.76 in SOR, and 0.77 in LOR, as Table 2 shows. As the mean 
accuracy rate of SSRs was relatively lower than the other types, SSRs may have been difficult 
for the children with SLI, compared to the other sentences. The accusative particle included in 
SSR may have been incorrectly interpreted in many cases. Even though the 16 children with 
SLI seemed to understand the both case particles, the accusative particle that was acquired late 
in development tended to be interpreted as the nominative particle that was more canonical in 
the order like after the first noun.  
 
Difference of the First Phrase Length in children with SLI and children with TD (SOR 
and LOR) 
The LMEs for all the 86 children and for the 68 children with TD or SLI revealed that 
there was no difference between SOR and LOR in all the children, and that there was no 
difference between the children with TD and the children with SLI. The redundant modifying 
words before the first noun did not make comprehension harder nor easier. This could be 
because the modifying words did not influence the choice of the pictures. When the skinny 





picture, and there was no contrasting fat black squirrel. The participants might have realized 
this early in the session; therefore, they had no extra need to store the modifying words in their 
memory. Leonard, Deevy, Fey, and Brendin-Oja (2013) reported that the children with SLI had 
poor comprehension when the adjectives in the sentences distinguished foils from the target 
picture but not when the adjectives were irrelevant to distinguishing the foil from the target 
picture. Montgomery (2002) found that the redundant sentences were more difficult than the 
non-redundant sentences. The children with SLI in the present study ignored the information 
that was not critical to choose the pictures, as well as the children with TD did.   
 
Difference between children with SLI and children with TD 
Sixteen children with SLI were compared with 52 children with TD, after adjusting the 
age, session, and the two mean scores computed by the eight language and working memory 
tests. All the nine LMEs revealed that the children with SLI had only in SSR significantly 
worse scores in the RC + MC scores, and marginally significant poorer comprehension in the 
RC Only scores, compared to the children with TD. There were no differences in the other three 
types of sentences, LSR, SOR, and LOR. The reason why the children with SLI specifically 
were more impaired in SSR, as described in the above section, was suspected to be the 
accusative particle attached after the first noun. They tended to have missed the particle because 
of the low auditory saliency. They may have identified the accusative particle as a nominative 
particle because a nominative particle canonically follows the first animate noun rather than an 
accusative particle. The present results were partially consistent with Hestvik et al. (2010), in 
which children with SLI did not show on-time reactivation of the filler at the gap position 





memory span, but they showed comparable correct scores on the three types of comprehension 
questions for the sentences with ORs. The Japanese children with SLI in this study showed 
almost equivalent comprehension of the RC sentences to the children with TD, when all the 
language test scores and verbal working memory test scores were controlled. The present study 
did not measure on-line processing, but the children with SLI may have had different strategy in 
comprehension from the TD peers, as the children with SLI of the present study showed the 
advantage of SOR to SSR, and the preference of LSR over SSR. The present findings were not 
consistent with findings reported by van der Lely and Battel (2003), and by Marinis and van der 
Lely (2007), which found severe overall comprehension difficulties for children with 
grammatical SLI. It may be because those participants had more severe language problems than 
the children with SLI of this study.     
 
Language tests and working memory tests 
The six language tests and the two working memory tests were divided into two factors,  
the Language Knowledge (LN) factor, and the Working Memory (WM) factor. LN score 
consisted of Vocabulary subtest, PVT-R, Comprehension subtest, and Riddles subtest, and WM 
score was comprised of Listening Span Test, Nonword Backward Repetition Test, J.COSS, and 
Sentence Repetition subtest. LN score measured semantic knowledge of words or sentences. 
WM score represented verbal working memory and sentence comprehension and sentence 
repetition. The two computed scores of each participant were included in the LMEs as the 
covariates. WM score rather than LN score predicted more of the comprehension performance 
in all the children. Two working memory tests effectively explained the children’s performance 





meaningless sentences. The J.COSS is a recently published test to assess sentence 
comprehension, which was created based on TROG (Bishop, 1989). It includes many sentences 
that vary in length and structure. The task is to choose the appropriate picture out of four foils. 
It is similar to the present experiment, but there are only two items including RCs such as the 
experiment material, and there are only eight sentences including two clauses out of all the 80 
items. Thus, the J.COSS measures the comprehension of sentences that are relatively simple in 
structure. The fact that the J.COSS scores were strongly correlated with the comprehension of 
sentences with RC for all the children indicates that the listening comprehension of complex 
sentences involving filler-gap dependency is a continuum of comprehension of simple 
sentences. There is significant evidence to support the theory that working memory capacity is 
strongly related to sentence comprehension in adults (Just & Carpenter, 1992; King & Just, 
1991; Fiebach, Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2002), in children with TD (Booth, MacWhinney, & 
Harasaki, 2000; Felser, Marinis, & Clahsen, 2003; Magimairaj & Montgomery, 2012), and in 
children with SLI (Montgomery, 2000, 2004; Montgomery & Evans, 2009; Marton & Schwartz, 
2003). This study, whose participants were Japanese-speaking children with TD and SLI, adds 
to this series of studies. The nonword repetition test is considered by some researchers to be a 
reliable and sensitive method to measure phonological short-term memory (Baddeley, 2003), 
and it may also tap an aspect of executive functions. The Listening Span Test is a complex task 
that requires a listener to remember multiple first words and to simultaneously judge the 
semantic relevance of each sentence. Thus, the Listening Span Test evaluates attentional 
allocation between storage and processing in verbal working memory. The high correlation of 
these two tests with the achievement of the comprehension of sentences including RC for all 





sentences in Japanese children as well as their English peers. RC precedes a head noun, and a 
head noun tells that the preceding clause is RC in Japanese. However, the structure that consists 
of filler and gap is as same as English RC sentences. Japanese RC sentences are as difficult as 
English ones, so that working memory is related with comprehension of such sentences.       
The experiments of the present study may have also placed demands on memory, 
because participants could not look at the picture choices during listening to the sentences. They 
listened to the sentences as many times as they wanted, then they proceeded to choose the 
correct picture. The participants may have memorized the sentences or imagined the scenes 
depicted the sentences. Working memory score could be therefore strongly related with the 
experiment performance. In the future study, if WM score is still associated with the results 
should be examined after the demand of memory of the tasks are reduced.  
 
Conclusions 
 This study examined the comprehension of sentences including RCs in children with 
SLI and TD. Japanese children with TD who were from five to nine years old had more 
difficulty in sentences with OR than sentences in SR, when they tried to comprehend the whole 
sentence consisting of RC and MC. This was consistent with the studies of Japanese adults, and 
with the studies in English. The filler-gap distance of English OR is structurally deeper and 
linearly longer than that of English SR. Japanese OR has a structurally deeper but linearly 
shorter filler-gap distance than SR. Furthermore, although long SR had longer linear distance 
than short SR, long SR was not more difficult than short SR. Thus, the present study supported 
that the depth of the filler-gap distance affects the processing difficulty (O’Grady, 1997). It is 





noun until the end of the sentence. The topic particle attached with the head noun also might 
have caused semantic mismatch of the head noun in OR to make the sentence difficult. The 
structure of MC may influence the processing difficulty of the whole sentence (Frizelle & 
Fletcher, 2014). We have to try other MC structures or other grammatical particles attached to 
the head noun in the future studies, in order to examine how those affect the comprehension of 
sentences with RCs and MCs.  
 The present study was a first examination of relative clause sentence comprehension 
question by Japanese-speaking children with SLI. The children with SLI had no more 
difficulties than their typical peers in comprehension of RC sentences when all the language 
tests and the working memory tests were covaried. However, there were some differences 
between children with TD and children with SLI in the comprehension of these sentences. The 
children with SLI were more likely to comprehend only the relative clauses. They also tended 
more accurately comprehend ORs, which had a nominative particles. LSR was easier than SSR 
for only the children with SLI, because a short pause after the accusative particle in LSR may 
have helped them recognize the particles. The children with SLI were less accurate on SSR than 
their TD peers.   
 WM scores that included two working memory tests and two language tests of 
sentences predicted more of the performance in all children. Working memory affected the 
performance of complex sentences including RCs for Japanese children as well as for English 
speaking children. 
 
Future Directions  





may have strongly affected the results. Furthermore, there is no standardized comprehensive 
language test in Japanese; thus, the diagnostic criteria for SLI are not established in Japan. 
Increasing the number of participants and using appropriate inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
SLI will permit a more systematic study in future studies. The order of the tasks, the picture 
choices for RC and for MC could be changed. Because the second task was always the picture 
choice for MC, the memory cost was larger compared to the picture choice for RC. Testing 
whether the MC Only accuracy is more difficult than the RC Only accuracy in the 
order-balanced tasks will reveal whether MC difficulty is caused by the integration cost of RC 
into MC, or by the task order. Controlling the task order may influence RC sentence 
comprehension in children with SLI. They had better scores for of RC than for MC, but this 
difference might be eliminated.  
The combination of RC and MC may affect the processing difficulty. The dative-topic 
particle attached to the head nouns in the present study might have not avoided match or 
mismatch of semantic features for the embedded nouns and the head nouns. Other grammatical 
particles attached to the head nouns also should be tested. In addition to the structural factors, 
semantics or distributional frequency affect processing difficulties (Traxler, Williams, Blozis & 
Morris, 2005; Reali & Christiansen, 2007; Van Dyke & Johns, 2012). Reali and Christiansen 
(2007) found that when a personal pronoun was used as the embedded noun, the reading time 
was faster in OR sentences than in SR sentences. The authors explained that it was attributed to 
the high distributional frequency of such OR sentences. Van Dyke and Johns (2012) have 
suggested that interference between nouns in a sentence may negatively affect sentence 
comprehension. Ozeki and Shirai (2010) reported, based on the spontaneous speech samples, 





future events. They claimed that Japanese RCs are all prenominal and continuum to adjectival 
phrase, and constrained by semantic factors. In contrast, the RCs of European languages are 
postnominal and developed differently from the prenominal adjectival phrase. Whether 
semantic bias affects processing of RC sentences for Japanese-speaking children with SLI could 









Familiarity Rates of the Nouns and the Transitive Verbs of RC (1-16: Experimental Sentences, 17-26: 
Simple Filler Sentences, 27 & 28: Practice Items)    
1 pig 6.375  dog 6.438  lion 6.312  catch 5.781  
2 aunt 6.062  spider 6.156  butterfly 6.031  hold 5.688  
3 raccoon dog 6.125  kappa 6.000  reindeer 6.094  tap 5.750  
4 squirrel 5.844  owl 5.969  donkey 6.094  chase 5.812  
5 cow 6.156  zebra 6.094  giraffe 6.062  carry on back 5.656  
6 polar bear 5.812  elephant 5.844  skunk 5.844  poke 5.500  
7 wild boar 5.938  bear 5.875  goat 5.875  kick 5.656  
8 penguin 6.125  peacock 5.969  bat 5.875  massage 6.281  
9 horse 6.344  panda 6.375  fox 6.062  hit 6.094  
10 hen 6.094  crow 6.188  crane 5.906  tickle 5.906  
11 rabbit 6.375  gorilla 6.219  tiger 6.156  wash 5.906  
12 cat 6.375  koala 6.312  kangaroo 6.188  push 5.812  
13 monkey 6.000  sea otter 6.094  duck 6.094  help 6.156  
14 camel 5.875  sheep 5.875  raccoon 5.969  pull 5.906  
15 squid 6.250  lizard 6.094  eel 6.156  surprise 6.000  
16 turtle 5.812  octopus 5.938  crayfish 6.000  throw 5.344  
17 shrimp 6.469  pigeon 6.281  whale 6.281  beat 5.594 
18 crab 6.219  goldfish 6.114  frog 5.844  knock down 6.062 
19 dragonfly 6.156  chick 6.156  swan 6.062  bully 6.156 
20 dolphin 6.312  rhinoceros 6.000  hedgehog 5.594  tease 6.094 
21 alligator 5.938  shark 5.750  blowfish 5.812  teach 6.156 
22 deer 5.312  hippo 5.750  wolf 6.125  kick out 5.625 
23 beetle 6.156  cicada 6.000  bee 5.969  hug 6.219 
24 mouse 6.281  sparrow 6.250  snail 5.938  pinch 5.781 
25 mole 6.031  seal 5.938  pelican 5.750  lift up 5.875 
26 ladybug 5.969  caterpillar 6.000  parakeet 5.531  bound 5.938 
27 firefly 6.219  swallow 6.188  chameleon 5.688  touch 6.094 








The 16 triplets of the animals, and the experimental sentences. 
*Only number 1 has a preceding sentence, and a variation whose animals are switched.  
 
1. [pig, dog, lion] 
豚と犬とライオンがいました。                                              
Buta to inu to raion ga imashita.                                               
Pig and dog and lion Nom. Are                                                
‘There are a pig, a dog and a lion.’                                                 
 
（若い元気な）豚（が、を） 捕まえた 犬には きれいなお姉さん(お兄さん)がいま
す。 
(Wakai  genkina)  buta (ga or o) tsumaeta inu-niwa      kireina oneesan(oniisan)-ga 
imasu. 
(Young  active)  pig (Nom. or Acc.) caught  dog-Dat. Top.  pretty  old 
sister(brother)-Nom.   exist 
‘The dog who caught the (young and active) pig has a pretty old sister.’ 
‘The dog who the (young and active) pig caught has a pretty old sister.’ 
 
（若い元気な）犬（が、を） 捕まえた 豚には きれいなお姉さん(お兄さん)がいま
す。 






(Young  active) dog (Nom. or Acc.) caught  pig-Dat. Top.  pretty  old sister(brother)-Nom.   
exist 
‘The pig who caught the (young and active) dog has a pretty old sister.’ 
‘The pig who the (young and active) dog caught has a pretty old sister.’ 
 
                                                                                                                           
2. [aunt, spider, butterfly] 
（賢くて小さい）アリを（が） 抱っこした 蜘蛛には 乗ってみたい 電車（車）が 
ありました。 
(Kashikokute chisai) ari-o(ga) dakkoshita kumo-niwa  nottemitai  densha(kuruma)-ga 
arimashita  
(Smart small)  aunt-Acc.(Nom.) held   spider-Dat.Top. ride  want to  train(car)-Nom.   
existed 
‘The spider who held the (smart and small) aunt had the train that he wanted to ride.’ 








3. [raccoon dog, kappa, reindeer] 
（おとなしくてかわいい）狸を（が）なでた 河童には 捨てられない シャツ(靴下)
が あります。 
(Otonashikute kawaii) tanuki-o(ga) nadeta kappa-niwa suterarenai shatsu(kutsushita)-ga   
arimasu   
(Quiet pretty) raccoon dog-Acc.(Nom.)tapped kappa-Dat.Top. cannot throw away 
shirt(socks)-Nom.  exist 
‘The kappa who tapped the (quiet and pretty) raccoon dog has the shirt that he cannot throw 
away.’ 
‘The kappa who the (quiet and pretty) raccoon dog tapped has the shirt that he cannot throw 
away.’ 
 
    
 







(Yaseta chairono) risu-o(ga) oikaketa fukurou-niwa daisukina onnanoko(otokonoko)-ga    
imashita 
(Skinny brown)  squirrel-Acc.(Nom.)chased  owl-Dat.Top. like very much girl(boy)-Nom.    
existed 
‘The owl who chased the (skinny brown) squirrel had the girl that he liked very much.’  
‘The owl who the (skinny brown) squirrel chased had the girl that he liked very much.’ 
 
   
 
5. [cow, zebra, giraffe]  
（まじめで優しい）牛を（が）おんぶした シマウマには 買いたいおもちゃ（ご飯）
が ありました。 
(Majimede yasashii) ushi-o(ga) onbushita   shimauma-niwa kaitai  omocha(gohan)-ga  
arimashita. 
(Honest kind) cow-Acc.(Nom.) carried on her back  zebra-Dat.Top. want to buy  
toy(rice)-Nom. existed 






‘The zebra who the (honest and kind) cow carried on her back had the toy that she wanted to 
buy.’  
 
   
 
6. [polar bear, elephant, skunk] 
（大きいけれど怖がりの）白くまを（が）つっついた 象には 行きたい駅（山）が あ
りました。 
(Ookii keredo kowagarino) shirokuma-o(ga) tsuttsuita  zou-niwa ikitai eki(yama)-ga  
arimashita. 
(Large but  coward) polar bear-Acc.(Nom.) poked  elephant-Dat.Top. want to go 
station(mountain)-Nom. existed 
‘The elephant who poked the (large but coward) polar bear had the station that she wanted to 
go.’ 
‘The elephant who the (large but coward) polar bear poked had the station that she wanted to 
go.’ 
 






7. [wild boar, bear, goat] 
（大きい茶色の）いのししを（が）キックした 熊には かわいい 妹（弟）が いま
す。 
(Ookii chairono) inoshishi-o(ga)  kickshita kuma-niwa  kawaii  imouto(otouto)-ga  imasu. 
(Large brown) wild boar-Acc.(Nom.) kicked bear-Dat.Top  pretty  younger sister(younger 
brother)  exist 
‘The bear who kicked the (large brown) wild boar has a pretty younger sister.’ 
‘The bear who the (large brown) wild boar kicked has a pretty younger sister.’ 
 
   
 
8. [penguin, peacock, bat] 
（優しくて賢い）ペンギンを（が）マッサージした 孔雀には 好きな テレビ番組（本）
が あります。 
(Yasashikute kashikoi) pengin-o(ga)  massaajishita  kujaku-niwa sukina  
terebibangumi(hon)-ga arimasu. 
(Generous  smart)   penguin-Acc.(Nom.)  massaged   peacock-Dat.Top.  like  TV 
program(book) exist 
‘The peacock who massaged the (generous and smart) penguin has a favorite TV program.’ 






   
 
9. [horse, panda, fox] 
（意地悪で偉そうな）馬を（が）叩いた パンダには 強い お兄さん（お姉さん）が 
います。 
(Ijiwarude erasouna)  uma-o(ga)  tataita  panda-niwa  tsuyoi  oniisan(oneesan)-ga  
imasu. 
(Mean   arrogant)   horse-Acc.(Nom.)  hit  panda-Dat.Top. strong  older brother(older 
sister)-Nom. exist 
‘The panda who hit the (mean and arrogant) horse has a strong older brother.’ 
‘The panda who the (mean and arrogant) horse hit has a strong older brother.’ 
 
   
 
10. [hen, crow, crane] 






(Futotta  genkina) niwatori-o(ga) kusugutta  karasu-niwa  okiniirino  kutsu(boushi)-ga 
arimasu. 
(Fat  vigorous)  hen-Acc.(Nom.)        tickled     crow-Dat.Top.   favorite   
shoes(hat)-Nom.  exist 
‘The crow who tickled the (fat and vigorous) hen has favorite shoes.’ 
‘The crow who the (fat and vigorous) hen tickled has favorite shoes.’ 
 
   
 
11. [rabbit, gorilla, tiger] 
（毛の長いかっこいい）うさぎを（が）洗っている ゴリラには お気に入りの タオ
ル（シャンプー）が あります。 
(Kenonagai kakkoii)  usagi-o(ga)  aratteiru  gorira-niwa   okiniirino taoru(shanpuu)-ga 
arimasu. 
(Long haired  cool)   rabbit-Acc.(Nom.)  is washing  gorilla-Dat.Top. favorite 
towl(shampoo)-Nom. exist 
‘The gorilla who is washing the (long haired and cool) rabbit has a favorite towel.’ 






   
 
12. [cat, koala, kangaroo]  
（痩せて背の高い）猫を（が）押した コアラには いたずらな 弟（妹）が います。 
(Yasete senotakai)   neko-o(ga)  oshita  koara-niwa  itazurana  otouto(imouto)-ga imasu. 
(Skinny tall)  cat-Acc.(Nom.)  pushed  koala-Dat.Top.  naughty younger brother(younger 
sister)-Nom. exist 
‘The koala who pushed the (skinny and tall) cat has a naughty younger brother.’ 
‘The koala who the (skinny and tall) cat pushed has a naughty younger brother.’ 
 
   
 
13. [monkey, sea otter, duck] 
（おしゃべりで 偉そうな）猿を（が）手伝っている ラッコには 欲しいゲーム（人
形）が あります。 
(Oshaberide erasouna) saru-o(ga)   tetsudatteiru  rakko-niwa   hoshii geemu(ningyou)-ga 
arimasu. 






‘The sea otter who is helping the (talkative and arrogant) monkey has a game that he wants.’ 
‘The sea otter who the (talkative and arrogant) monkey is helping has a game that he wants.’ 
 
   
 
14. [camel, sheep, raccoon] 
（騒がしくて 怒りっぽい）らくだを（が） 引っ張った ひつじには 嫌いな おか
ず（ご飯）が あります。 
(Sawagashikute okorippoi) rakuda-o(ga) hippatta hitsuji-niwa  kiraina  okazu(gohan)-ga 
arimasu. 
(Noisy short-tempered) camel-Acc.(Nom.) pulled  sheep-Dat.Top.  dislike  dish(rice)-Nom. 
exist 
‘The sheep who pulled the (noisy and short-tempered) camel has a dish that she dislikes.’ 
‘The sheep who the (noisy and short-tempered) camel pulled has a dish that she dislikes.’ 
 






15. [squid, lizard, eel] 
（面白くて いたずらな）イカを（が） 脅かした トカゲには 苦手な 野菜（魚）
が ありました。 
(Omoshirokute itazurana)  ika-o(ga)  odokashita tokage-niwa  nigatena  yasai(sakana)-ga 
arimashita. 
(Funny naughty) squid-Acc.(Nom.)  surprised  lizard-Dat.Top.    unfavorite  
vegetable(fish)-Nom. existed 
‘The lizard who surprised the (funny and naughty) squid had an unfavorite vegetable.’ 
‘The lizard who the (funny and naughty) squid surprised had an unfavorite vegetable.’ 
 
   
 
16. [turtle, octopus, crayfish] 
（にぎやかで おしゃべりな） 亀を（が） 投げ飛ばした 蛸には お気に入りの 傘
（かばん）が あります。 
(Nigiyakade oshaberina) kame-o (ga)  nagetobashita  tako-niwa  okiniirino  
kasa(kaban)-ga arimasu. 
(Cheerful  talkative)  turtle-Acc.(Nom.)   threw   octopus-Dat.Top.   favorite  
umbrella(bag) exist 





‘The octopus who the (cheerful and talkative) turtle threw has a favorite umbrella.’ 
 














The 10 filler simple sentences 
 
1. [shrimp, pigeon, whale] 
（やせて おしゃれな） えび（鳩）が（を） やっつけました。 
(Yasete  osharena)     ebi(hato)-ga(o)       yattsukemashita. 
(Skinny  fashionable)   prawn(pigeon)-Nom.(Acc.)   beat 
‘The (skinny and fashionable) prawn beat.’ 




2. [crab, goldfish, frog] 
（小さいけれど 力持ちの） 蟹（金魚）が（を） 倒しました。 
(Chiisaikeredo   chikaramochino)  kani(kingyo)-ga(o)   taoshimashita. 
(Small   but   strong)   crab(goldfish)-Nom.(Acc.)   knocked down 
‘The (small but strong) crab knocked down.’ 








3. [dragonfly, chick, swan] 
（よくばりで ずるい） とんぼ（ひよこ）が（を） いじめました。 
(Yokubaride  zurui)   tonbo(hiyoko)-ga(o)         ijimemashita. 
(Greedy   cunning)   dragonfly(chick)-Nom.(Acc.)   bullied 
‘The (greedy and cunning) dragonfly bullied.’ 




4. [dolphin, rhinoceros, hedgehog] 
（大きくて いたずらな） イルカ（サイ）が（を） からかいました。 
(Ookikute  itazurana)        iruka(sai)-ga(o)       karakaimashita. 
(Large   naughty)    dolphin(rhinoceros)-Nom.(Acc.)    teased 
‘The (large and naughty) dolphin teased.’ 








5. [alligator, shark, blowfish] 
（きれいで 物静かな）  ワニ（サメ）が（を）  教えました。 
(Kireide   monoshizukana)    wani(same)-ga(o)        oshiemashita. 
(Beautiful   quiet)           alligator(shark)-Nom.(Acc.)    taught 
‘The (beautiful and quiet) alligator taught.’ 




6. [deer, hippopotamus, wolf] 
（背の高い かっこいい）  鹿（カバ）が（を）  蹴っ飛ばしました。 
(Senotakai    kakkoii)        shika(kaba)-ga(o)        kettobashimashita. 
(Tall      cool)            deer(hippopotamus)-Nom.(Acc.)    kicked out 
‘The (tall and cool) deer kicked out.’ 








7. [beetle, cicada, bee] 
（若くて かわいい）  カブトムシ（セミ）が（を）  抱きしめました。 
(Wakakute    kawaii)      kabutomushi(semi)-ga (o)        dakishimemashita. 
(Young    cute)          beetle(cicada)-Nom.(Acc.)        hugged 
‘The (young and cute) beetle hugged.’ 




8. [mouse, sparrow, snail] 
（飽きっぽくて  騒がしい） ネズミ（スズメ）が（を）  つねりました。 
(Akippokute    sawagashii)       nezumi(suzume)-ga(o)        tsunerimashita. 
(Soon get tired of    noisy)       mouse(sparrow)-Nom.(Acc.)    pinched 
‘The noisy mouse who soon got tired of everything pinched.’ 








9. [mole, seal, pelican] 
（にこにこして おせっかいな）もぐら（アザラシ）が（を）持ち上げました。 
(Nikonikoshite  osekkaina)        mogura(azarashi)-ga(o)      mochiagemashita. 
(Smiling    nosy)             mole(seal)-Nom.(Acc.)        lifted up 
‘The (smiling and nosy) mole lifted up.’ 




10. [ladybug, caterpillar, parakeet] 
（小さくて 素直な）  てんとう虫（毛虫）が（を）  縛りました。 
(Chiisakute  sunaona)      tentoumushi(kemushi)-ga(o)      shibarimashita. 
(Small    obedient)        ladybug(caterpillar)-Nom.(Acc.)   bound 
‘The (small and obedient) ladybug bound.’ 

































RC+MC 1 0.82** 0.92** 0.57** 0.64** 0.50** 0.58** 0.59** 0.74** 0.68** 0.58** 0.57**
RC 0.78** 1 0.59** 0.45** 0.55** 0.43** 0.44** 0.60** 0.70** 0.55** 0.67** 0.54**
MC 0.89** 0.48** 1 0.59** 0.60** 0.50** 0.57** 0.50** 0.67** 0.62** 0.45** 0.55**
PVT-R 0.35** 0.27* 0.37** 1 0.71** 0.73** 0.71** 0.52** 0.62** 0.55** 0.41** 0.49**
Riddles 0.45** 0.40** 0.38** 0.50** 1 0.68** 0.65** 0.50** 0.72** 0.61** 0.46** 0.59**
Vocabulary 0.33** 0.29** 0.32** 0.63** 0.55** 1 0.71** 0.49** 0.56** 0.40** 0.29** 0.42**
Comprehen
sion 0.35** 0.25* 0.34** 0.49** 0.39** 0.60** 1 0.47** 0.67** 0.51** 0.43** 0.57**
Sentence
Rep. 0.52** 0.54** 0.41** 0.43** 0.41** 0.40** 0.35** 1 0.62** 0.58** 0.49** 0.38**
J.COSS 0.62** 0.62** 0.52** 0.39** 0.55** 0.40** 0.46** 0.56** 1 0.63** 0.54** 0.54**
Listening
Span 0.50** 0.41** 0.41** 0.24* 0.34** 0.14 0.17 0.50** 0.40** 1 0.60** 0.52**
Nonword 0.40** 0.58** 0.21 0.09 0.17 0.04 0.12 0.40** 0.33** 0.38** 1 0.56**
Matrix
Reasoning 0.32** 0.38** 0.28* 0.10 0.27* 0.16 0.23* 0.23* 0.24* 0.15 0.30** 1
** p < .01     * p < .05    
Pearson's Correlation Coefficients for All 86 Children in the Upper Matrix,



























RC+MC 1 .85** .92** .50** .56** .36** .54** 0.42** 0.74** 0.63** 0.63** 0.61**
RC .77** 1 .64** .45** .56** .48* .42** 0.53** 0.73** 0.55** 0.60** 0.54**
MC .85** .42** 1 .52** .54** .37** .52** 0.30* 0.67** 0.56** 0.56** 0.65**
PVT-R .03 .08 .05 1 .66** .72** .67** 0.36** 0.62** 0.40** 0.40** 0.50**
Riddles .21 .30* .16 .35* 1 .63** .51** 0.47** 0.79** 0.50** 0.41** 0.62**
Vocabulary -.06 .01 -.05 .53** .40** 1 .70** 0.33* 0.49** 0.23 0.332** 0.42**
Comprehen
sion .18 .19 .14 .40** .14 .52** 1 0.38** 0.63** 0.42** 0.53** 0.55**
Sentence
Rep. .21 .40** .03 .11 .30* .12 .16 1 0.61** 0.53** 0.50** 0.39**
J.COSS .49** .56** .32* .17 .59** .09 .29* .50** 1 0.63** 0.65** 0.59**
Listening
Span .33* .28* .17 -.17 .09 -.26 -.02 .38** .25 1 0.64** 0.48**
Nonword .38** .41** .26 -.03 .02 -.09 .25 .36* .39** .40** 1 0.55**
Matrix
Reasoning .25 .24 .31* -.03 .27 -.00 0.17 0.16 .11 -.00 -.00 1
** p < .01     * p < .05    
Pearson's Correlation Coefficients for 52 Children with TD in the Upper Matrix,
























RC+MC 1  .66**  .90**  .22  .51*  .20  .57*  .41  .68**  .53*  .41  .47
RC  .58* 1  .32  .16  .49  .17  .30  .28  .50*  .45  .48  .49
MC  .89**  .19 1  .24  .35  .21  .50*  .41  .66**  .46  .25  .32
PVT-R -.14  -.16  -.01 1  .53*  .42  .52*  .36  .20  .50  .57*  .41
Riddles  .26  .28  .11  .06 1  .36  .64**  -.09  .53*  .53*  .50*  .63**
Vocabulary  .03  .02  .09  .25  .12 1  .43  -.22  .11  .29  -.08  .13
Comprehen
sion  .37  -.07  .36  -.04  .03  .23 1  .23  .48  .39  .45  .60*
Sentence
Rep.  .35  .21  .36  .29  -.42  -.33  .09 1  .25  .07  .56*  .27
J.COSS  .59*  .37  .59*  -.17  .28  -.09  .16  .17 1  .44  .34  .40
Listening
Span  .35  .27  .32  .15  .11  .09  -.24  -.08  .21 1  .61*  .56*
Nonword  .16  .30  .00  .25  -.00  -.45  -.19  .56*  .04  .35 1  .59*
Matrix
Reasoning  .18  .28  .04  -.25  .02  -.30  -.14  .15  .03  .14  .16 1
** p < .01     * p < .05    
Pearson's Correlation Coefficients for 16 Children with SLI in the Upper Matrix,
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